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ABSTRACT
This project has

applied Artificial Intelligence

techniques to diagnose faults
preparation system

in a

in an automatic sampling and

Chemical laboratory-

system Mas written in microPROLOG
pattern matching
ease of

and searching

changing rules.

The expert

to take advantage of the
facilities as well

A natural

as the

language interface was

added to the system to enable those unskilled in the use of
PROLOG to use the system.
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1- Introduction
The

Chemical

International
Kembla has

(Slab

Department

has

handling and
was

and

to ensure

stringent limits.

Department
Plate

that the

B.H.P.

Products

Steel

Division)

steel quality

Port

lies within

To provide a more efficient service, the
recently

installed

preparation system.

developed

at

and installed

by

an

automatic

It is called
Krupp

sample

POLAB and

Polysius of

West

Germany.
The

POLAB system

samples

from five

transport them

is

designed to

locations in

via pneumatic

two and three way switches,
of

two machines

spectrographic
sample

for

carbon

presented to

and

the production

tubes and an

one part

and

plant and

arrangement of

of

the sample

punch another

dissolved

samples must

gas

part

be

expanded

satisfactorily.
transportation

A

if

the

schematic

system is

completely automatic

from one of
indicate

return to its
confusion.

layout

an empty

The system

stage
of

the

1 which

performs
sample
shows the

take to reach the laboratory

the plant stations.

the route

first

shown Figure

different routes a sample can

After

This should

system where there will be no manual operation.
will

the

identified and

analysis.

stage of a

for

of

analysis.

be correctly

the shift chemist for
as the first

metal

to the laboratory where either

grind

analysis

preparation the

be regarded

can

collect hot

The

reverse arrows which

sample carrier

starting point have not been

can take

to

shown to avoid
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POLAB is controlled by a
the

main

computer

identification
programmable

of

as

sample preparation

the production

well

logic

computer which has a link to

as

plant

issuing

controller

of the transport system.

The

since January 19B7 and has

sample

commands

(PLC) which

machines and the air

for

to

a

controls

the

blowers and gates

system has been in operation

been plagued by problems.

Some

examples are as follows s
- Software failures.
Such failures cause an
operating system

abnormal end to the PDLAB

and are due

to a stack

overflow or

insufficient memory.
- Blocked tubes.
The

sample carrier

lids

must be

special press and the cannisters

off

two weeks to block

a cannister

during

appears to fail when a

on by

a

can only go into the

tube one way, if the lid is on correctly.
only took

put

However, it

a tube when a

transportation.

The

lid came
system

cannister is stuck because the

computer will

not proceed until it

processing of

the sample which is

has completed the
blocking the tube.

The main control terminal gives the impression that it
is not working because the computer is waiting for the
sample to arrive at the sample preparation station.

r

f t % u <?£

1

P#6E 6
TRANSPORT SYSTEM DIAGRAM

Plant Section
Laboratory
Cellar

Laboratory
Cellar
Sample Room
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Relief valve problems.
These valves
moving

are to

carrier and

release air

are easily

in front

jammed open

of a

by dirt.

The sample carriers cannot be pushed through the tubes
if there is an air leak behind the carrier.

Plant terminals.
These

terminals

have

been

destroyed

by

personnel entering commands with red hot tongs.
the

system appears

to fail

waiting for a response

because the

mill
Again

computer is

from the plant terminal before

a command can be issued to transport the sample to the
laboratory.
Electronic and electrical problems.
These

problems are

inherent

occur in newly installed equipment.

faults that

often
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1.1.

Aims.
With this complex mixture of computer, mechanical

and electrical

equipment, it is almost

someone with the expertise to
arise.

More often

to use the

impossible to find

solve the problems when they

than not, the shift

chemists, who have

system and have other tasks to

know whom they should contact

perform, do not

when a problem arises.

This

situation has occurred frequently over the past six months.
Therefore, the aims of this project are as follows :
1. To

establish

procedures

problems which occur in

for

the

rectification

of

the automatic sample handling

and preparation system.
2. To implement these rectification
way

that will

guarantee

rectified promptly.

procedures in such a

that the

problems will

be
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1.2-

Possible Solutions.
Writing a

fault diagnosis
people

must

finding the

manual is

but this

the traditional

does have the

work through

many

pages

correct solution.

anything about
provided in

the problem

the manual.

method -for

disadvantage that
of options

Usually they do

because little

If all

before

not learn

explanation is

explanations are included

the manual becomes too cumbersome to handle.
The solution
intelligence

developed in

this work

CAI) techniques.

system which has used AI
Shortliffe Eli!

One well

in 1976.

MYCIN is

knowledge of the organism

treatment

has

extremely

ill).

specific

to

based analysis

of

MYCIN

in the absence of precise

which caused the infection.

begin

antibiotic

a rule

which antibiotic treatment should

be used for bacterial infections

evaluation

known diagnostic

techniques is MYCIN, developed by

system used to determine

laboratory

uses artificial

the

disease is

at once
aids the

rather

too

(especially
doctor in

than

a

broad

slow
for

The
and
those

prescribing a
spectrum

one

considers

all

covering many possibilities.
MYCIN

is

successful

because

it

possibilities, methodically checks all details and its rule
base
major

is very

detailed.

hospital, the

MYCIN's rule

base has

Also,

rule

as it

base is

is maintained

up

been changed

to date.

many times

at a

Because
(and will

continue to be changed in the future), it is essential that
rules

can

successful

be

added

because it

or

modified

easily.

can accurately

It

diagnose a

is

also

problem
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much quicker than conventional
of

faults in

the POLAB

methods C23-

system

is similar

philosophy (although not as critical)
a shift chemist

to make the

particular problem,

as well

The diagnosis
to the

MYCIN

in that it will help

"best" decision to
as having the

rectify a

flexibility of

adding or modifying rules when new knowledge is obtained.
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2- Artificial Intelligence Techniques.
Bundy
different

et

al.

definitions

specifically

C33
of

define

state

that

artificial

it

as

the

there are

many

intelligence
attempt

to

but

build

computational models of cognitive process or to put it more
simply, in

artificial intelligence

perform tasks that Mould
by a human.
is as

Winston C43 provides another definition, Mhich

folloMS : "Artificial

to

made to

be considered intelligent if done

Intelligence is the

ideas that enable computers to
on

computers are

say

:

"A

study of

be intelligent" but he goes

definition in

the

usual

sense

seems

impassible because intelligence appears to be an amalgam of
so

many

information-representation

and

information-processing talents".
What

is more

usefulness of
states s

important

than any

artificial intelligence

"one goal of

computers more useful".

definition is
and as

the

Winston C43

Artificial Intelligence is

to make

Artificial intelligence has a Mide

range of applications C53, some of Mhich are listed beloM :
a) Robotics.
b) Sensor interpretation.
c) Language understanding.
d) Learning.
e) Common-sense reasoning.
f) Supercomputer hardMare and softMare.
g) Expert systems.
This

final topic

because as Oxman

of

expert systems

and Gero C63 state

is of

interest

the "traditional role

Page 12
of expert systems ... has
Oxman

and Bero's

been that of a diagnostic tool".

expert system,

faults in the design of a
8, 9, 10, 11, 123 are

which helps

to diagnose

domestic kitchen, as well as C7,

some of the expert systems that have

been developed for diagnostic evaluation.
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2.1.

Expert Systems.
Feigenbaum C133

intelligent

computer

inference procedures
enough

to require

solution.

defines an

program

that

uses

to solve problems that
significant human

The knowledge

level, plus

expert system

as an

knowledge

and

are difficult

expertise for

their

perform at

such a

necessary to

the inference procedures used,

can be thought

of as a model of the best practitioners of the field.
The knowledge
and heuristics.
that is
agreed

of an

expert system consists

of facts

The facts constitute a body of information

shared widely,
upon by

publicly available,

experts in

mostly private,

a field.

little discussed

and generally

The heuristics

rules of

are

good judgement

(rules of plausible reasoning, rules of good guessing) that
characterize

expert-level decision

making

The performance

level of an

function of the

size and quality of the

in the

expert system is

field.

primarily a

knowledge base it

possesses.
The inference
processes
facts.

by

procedures Feigenbaum mentions

which

A rule (eg.

conclusions are

derived

are the

from

known

If an animal has hair, then the animal

is a mammal), combined with a rule of inference and a known
fact

(eg.

The

animal

has

hair)

produces

a

logical

conclusion which is derived from the facts and rules in the
knowledge base and may be used
of

another

mammal).

logical

Heuristic

conclusion

as a rule in the derivation
(eg.

rules are those

The

animal

is

a

"rules-of-thumb" that

an expert uses to reduce and help guide a search of a large
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number of solutions while solving a problem E21.
It is generally accepted [14,

15, 16, 17, 181 that an

expert system consists of :
i. A knowledge

base or

a domain

of facts,

procedures,

rules and heuristics needed to solve the problem,
ii. An

inference

engine

utilising the
problem.

(or

control

knowledge base

structure)

in the solution

for

of the

This is actually a conventional program with

its rules removed and its method of control may be one
of the following :
- Forward

chaining which

involves reasoning

from

the data to the solution.
- Backward chaining which attempts

to find data to

prove or disprove a solution E191.
iii. A knowledge

acquisition

module

which

gathers

information, usually by pairing a "domain expert" with
a "knowledge engineer".

A "domain expert"

about the area of interest
there

are three

knows all

- in the diagnostic system

"domain experts",

one for

computer

software problems, one for electrical problems and one
for

electronic

converts this
by

the

expert

problems.

A

"knowledge

knowledge into rules which
system.

This

knowledge

engineer"
can be used
acquisition

process takes time and money and it has been said that
domain
explain

experts are
very well

notorious for
how

they make

not being

able to

decisions and

for

changing their minds.
Forsyth E16],

Barr and

Feigenbaum [17], Clark

and McCabe
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C183

state

that

a

fully fledged

include an

explanatory feature

particular

question

is

expert

system

to let a

being

asked

should

user know
or

why a

provide

more

information about the question being asked.
Not all

applications are suitable for

and Forsyth C163 has
make

an

expert systems

presented some guidelines which would

application

suitable

for

an

expert

systems

development. The application should be :
- Diagnostic

rather

than

one

which

involves

calculations.
- Have no established theory

with which a formula could

be applied to find a solution.
- One where human expertise is scarce.
- One where the data is

uncertain because the facts are

not known precisely.
The facts which influenced the decision about building
this

expert system

to

diagnose faults

in the

automatic

sample handling system can be summarised as follows :
- experts are available,
- there are relatively few checks to make,
- users are known (shift chemists),
- potential to reduce "down" time on machines,
- standardised procedure.
Pundit

C203 has

presented by

shown

that with

Forsyth above,

these

facts and

the diagnostic

those

expert system

will have the best chance of success.
Harmon
expert

and

systems

King C21
or

have

knowledge

shown

the advantages

engineering

techniques

of
by
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comparing them to
conventional

programming, complex

collect and
processing

conventional programming techniques.
algorithms are

process large volumes of
systems.

The

In

used to

information for data

algorithms

are

step-by-step

procedures that guarantee that the right conclusion will be
reached when
program

the correct

was stopped

data has

been entered.

before completion,

a user

If the
would not

learn anything.
On the other hand, expert (or knowledge-based) systems
are highly

interactive where processing can

any stage and the system

be stopped at

asked why that question was asked

or how that conclusion was reached, showing the flexibility
of the

knowledge base and will

expert system to

be a major feature

be developed.

The task

system was previously performed
it

is

hoped,

will

conventional programs
knowledge base

where conventional
perform

their

extent,

on a

maintain

are maintained by

the

system

programmers.

system is easy to

programs rely

tasks,

performed by the

by a human specialist who,

usually

of an expert

of the

expert

solely on

The

modify and

algorithms to

systems rely,

flexibly changeable

-

rule base

to

a

great

to obtain

a

solution to a problem.
Considering the

knowledge acquisition phase,

techniques can be again compared.
initially work with an expert
specified in great detail.
develop
However,

a

program
people

working

will
on

Conventional programmers

to develop a design which is

They

which

the two

then leave the expert and
implement

expert

systems

that
use

design.
highly
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interactive

techniques.

They

expert(s) and, at the initial

meet frequently

with

the

meetings, seek to get only a

first cut at the problem so a prototype can be implemented.
This prototype of this project was then used as a basis for
further discussions and, in

constant consultation with the

expert, was modified until the system was completed.
Waterman

C213

characteristics

gives

of an

the

following

expert system

list

of

that distinguish

it

from a conventional program :
1. Expertise

to produce

performance as

a human

handle incorrect
the least

a good

expert.

developed abilities

ask the

It

user a

of expert

able

tD

is one of
systems but

This means that the system

further

question or

particular relationship

is correct

rather

ending as

than abnormally

the same

must be

or inaccurate data, which

one that humans do easily.
will

solution with

ask if

a

before proceeding
in a

conventional

program.
2. Knowledge represented symbolically
has the

ability to

convert the

so that the system
knowledge to

a less

complex form to find a solution more easily.
3. Ability to

handle non-trivial problems

using complex

rules.
4. Self

knowledge

to

provide

an

explanation

when

required.
It should be noted that none of the existing expert systems
satisfy all
own

four requirements.

reasoning as

mentioned in

They cannot
point 4

examine their

but Waterman

was
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describing ideal characteristics and as such they should be
regarded as an aim for expert system developers.
In

order to

aid the

knowledge

engineers have

available

tools

intelligence

as

development of
been provided

well as

the

languages LISP

and

expert systems,
with commercially

traditional
PROLOG.

artificial

The tools

are

known as expert system shells which, for simplicity, may be
compared

to a

more

removed.

Expert

expert systems
make

their

removed the

with its

system shells developed from
written in the

systems

more

versatile

,

In

these

order to
developers

expert systems and

programs to others who could

rules

the one-off

early 1970's.

rules from their

shell of their
rules.

conventional program

sold the

add their own

However, there is a migration away from shells C223

because no one shell could be considered as being useful in
general purpose
tasks which

are very

were originally
have

tended

applications - shells are
similar to the

developed.

to use

one

ones for

Most expert
of

only useful for
which they

system developers

the artificial

intelligence

languages because they are suited to solving problems which
can be

expressed in the

relationship
used in

form of

between them.

the USA because it

facts and rules

LISP

has been

and the

traditionally

was developed at MIT

in 1960,

while PROLOG has been the prominent artificial intelligence
language in
out

of

European

Europe and came

theorem
trend

provers.
with a

10 years after

LISP, growing

Australia

followed

strong

PROLOG

has

flavour at

the

Sydney

University, University of New South Wales and the New South
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Males Institute of Technology.
PROLOG does have its
system

shells and

disadvantages compared to expert

conventional programming

languages and

Forsyth C163 advises not to use it because :
1- PROLOG has very little
misspellings
bizarre

and

so

error protection against minor
forth, which

unintended effects

searching for answer while

merely

leads

because PROLOG

to

will keep

an error in a conventional

program would be picked up during compilation .
2. The user must understand the implementation details of
the backtracking mechanism to write efficient code.
3- The order of clauses is
program

which

crucial to the meaning of the

is contrary

to

the

spirit of

logic

programming.
4. PROLOG provides a relational database for free - a big
bonus

but the

trouble

is that

it

resides in

main

memory and is consequently very greedy on storage.
5. Depth-first search is done for
it or not.
you

If

have to

you - whether you want

you want something more sophisticated,
"cut"

your

way out

of

the jungle

by

hacking branches off the search tree.
6. There are many different implementations of PROLOG.
Each of
aware

the points
of

technique.

the

1, 2

problem

Point 4

may

and 3 can
and using
present

since a personal computer will
Part 5 can be controlled,

be overcome
a

careful

a problem

by being

programming
particularly

be used to run this system.

as mentioned with the "cut", and

the "enhancements" of point 6 can be used to advantage.
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However,

PROLOG

has

been

widely

implementation of many expert systems

used

for

the

E23, 24, 25, 26, 27,

283 as it has the following advantages :
- In-built knowledge base containing facts and rules.
- It

is an

interpreter giving

a quick

response to

a

query because the program does not have to be compiled
after a rule change.
- Rules can be added or modified easily.
- Easy implementation of a natural language interface.
For

these

reasons

a

version of

microPROLOG, was used in
expert system.

PROLOG,

in

particular

the development of the diagnostic

MicroPROLOG, developed by Logic Programming

Associates in the United Kingdom, is an interpreted version
of PROLOG designed for
and supposedly
features that

interactive use on a micro-computer

does not

sacrifice any of

can be found

computers.

Mostly written

efficiency,

the standard

close to the list syntax
both

AI languages

and

by using PROLOG
in

assembler

syntax

of

the significant
on main-frame
to improve

microPROLOG is

its
very

of LISP, giving the advantages of
providing an

which to develop an expert system.

ideal language

with
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2.2.

Establishing Rules.
The first step in

the

knowledge

acquisition.

information from

an expert

expert

is

system

information in
the

developing an expert system is
This
on the

developed

a form usable

most difficult,

time

involves
subject for

and

extracting
which the

representing

in a PROLOG program.

consuming and

that
It is

costly phase

in

developing an expert system.
The method of obtaining the
to put

a few rules

the POLAB
in

(obtained at an initial

system) into a prototype

microPROLOG.

expanded by
the

rules for this system was

This

expert was

able

expert system, written

prototype was

getting the expert

then

the

remember other

rules previously

process

of

modification

and

and

This way

existing rules

perhaps

repeated until the expert was

modified

to evaluate it.

to confirm

addition,

discussion on

and

overlooked.

The

evaluation

was

confident that all rules had

been entered.
It
jargon

is important
that

the

understand.
not

when writing

person

using

An expert will

be understood

expert system

the rules

the

expert

to use
system

the
will

use technical terms which will

by those

by themselves.

who will

eventually use

For example,

the

an expert will

state that the POLAB operating system is not working, while
a user will say that the
far as the

Decwriter terminal is broken.

user is concerned, it is the

not responding, he

does not realise that

the console for the POLAB

As

Decwriter that is
the Decwriter is

operating system and this is the
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cause of the problem.
Some of the rules and

the reasons behind these rules

are given below s

2.2.1.

Plant Terminal Problems.

Problems at the plant terminals are due to damage
by incorrect
tongs, or

use, such as

when the

correctly.

entering commands with

sample carrier

has not

red hot

been inserted

Other problems, such as blocked tubes, give the

impression to

the plant

operators and the

shift chemists

that the plant terminal is not working because the terminal
does not respond to their requests to send samples.
A most

important question to

are on automatic.

ask is if

the machines

The system

is designed to operate fully

automatically (mode A) but it

is possible to operate under

two other
C).

modes, semi-automatic (mode B)

Under

system,

mode

PLC's

everything

A all
etc.)

except

the

components
are

(computer,

operating.

computer

and manual

is

(mode

transport

Under

mode

B,

working,

hence

no

commands are given to the PLC'c to move the sample carriers
and there is no facility for sample identification.
is for manual preparation of

samples, ie. the computer and

the transport system have been deactivated.
when the

computer and the

reactivated
normally.

for

the next

Mode C

Problems arise

transport system have
plant

sample

to be

not been
processed

If the machine is not on automatic, the computer

cannot receive a message indicating
to process and cannot issue

that a sample is ready

a command to bring the carrier
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to the laboratory.

This again

appears as a plant terminal

problem to the shift chemist.
The
cannot

remaining questions
receive

a

sample

determine

why the

for processing.

This

machines
may

be

because they are already preparing a previous sample or are
unavailable because they are being repaired.

IF the plant terminal is not working,
€ie. a sample (in a carrier) has not left the plant
station for processing).
AND the carrier is at the terminal,
AND no grinder puncher machines are on automatic,
AND two grinder puncher machines are available,
AND no grinder puncher machines are busy,
AND the terminal has no red LED lights,
THEN
The sample preparation machine is blocked.
Operator should use manual backup system.
Sample preparer should clear blockage.
IF the plant terminal is broken,
(ie. a sample (in a carrier) has not left the plant
station for processing).
AND the carrier is at the terminal,
AND no grinder puncher machines are on automatic,
AND two grinder puncher machines are available,
AND one grinder puncher machine is busy,
AND the terminal has red LED lights,
THEN
If one
(or more)
machine is NOT out of service
investigate the reason for the machine NOT being on
automatic.
This involves examining - inservice machines,
- sample preparer.
All users should switch to manual backup.
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IF the plant terminal is broken,
(ie. a sample (in a carrier) has not left the plant
station for processing).
AND the carrier is at the terminal,
AND two grinder puncher machines are on automatic,
AND no grinder puncher machines are available,
AND no grinder puncher machines are busy,
AND the terminal has no red LED lights,
THEN
Turn on power switch to terminal.
If still NO power, turn on overload switch
for appropriate terminal in the 55 cabinet.
IF the plant terminal is not working,
(ie. a sample (in a carrier) has not left the plant
station for processing).
AND the carrier is at the terminal,
AND two grinder puncher machines are on automatic,
AND two grinder puncher machines are available,
AND no grinder puncher machines are busy,
THEN
The machines are blocked.
Operator at the terminal should WAIT.
Sample preparer should clear blockage.
IF the plant terminal is not working,
(ie. a sample (in a carrier) has not left the plant
station for processing).
AND the
carrier is at the terminal,
AND two
grinder puncher machines are on automatic,
AND two
grinder puncher
machinesare
available,
AND two
grinder punchermachines are busy,
THEN
The system is busy.
Operator at the terminal should WAIT.
IF the plant terminal is not working,
(ie. a sample (in a carrier) has not left the plant
station for processing).
AND the carrier is not at the terminal,
THEN
Check section 5 - Carrier problems.
NB. this is done automatically by the expert system.
IF all plant terminals are not working,
(ie. no response from any of the plant terminals).
THEN
Check section 3 - Operating System problems.
NB. this is done automatically by the expert system.
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2.2.2.

Sample Room Terminal Problems.

A major problem in this
the

main

computer.

production
The

mini-computer (VAX)

POLAB system

sample preparation

area is the link between

will

not

the identification is lost.
programmed by
prepare

Krupp to account

further

identification.

The

samples
With

while

the

POLAB

proceed with

until it has obtained

identification from the main computer.

and

any

a correct sample

When the link fails

POLAB system has not been
for this and it
it

waits

the correct manual

for

ceases to
a

lost

intervention, it

is possible to recover quickly.

IF the sample room VDU terminal is not working,
(ie. no response or a blank screen on the sample room
VDU terminal).
AND power is available (a red light is on),
AND there is a screen display,
AND the response to pressing "Ctrl C" is the prompt ">",
AND the response to typing "PIC A" is "NOT-LOBGED-IN",
THEN
The computer has been used by an unauthorised operator
and must be restarted correctly.
Type "HELLO",
response should be "User ID"
Type "PREP",
response is "PASSWORD"
Press "ENTER" key.
Terminal is now OK.
IF the sample room VDU terminal is broken,
(ie. no response or a blank screen on the sample room
VDU terminal).
AND power is available (a red light is on),
AND there is a screen display,
AND the response to pressing "Ctrl C" is the prompt ">",
AND the response to typing "PIC A" is "PIP>"
then press "Ctrl C"
followed by "ABO PIPT2"
AND the response is "Task PIPT2 aborted by CLI directive",
THEN
Terminal
is now OK and the control program can be
restarted.
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IF the sample room VDU terminal is broken,
(ie. no response or a blank screen on the sample room
VDU terminal).
AND power is available (a red light is on),
AND there is a screen display,
AND the response to pressing "Ctrl C" is the prompt ">",
AND the response to typing "PIC A" is "PIP>"
then press "Ctrl C"
followed by "ABO PIPT2"
AND the response is not "Task PIPT2 aborted by CLI
directive",
THEN
Major problem - call Phil Bayley.
IF the sample room VDU terminal is broken,
(ie. no response or a blank screen on the sample room
VDU terminal).
AND power is available (a red light is on),
AND there is a screen display,
AND there is no response to pressing "Ctrl C",
AND there is a spare terminal,
THEN
Hook up spare terminal and try again.
IF the sample room VDU terminal is broken,
(ie. no response or a blank screen on the sample room
VDU terminal).
AND power is available (a red light is on),
AND there is a screen display,
AND there is no response to pressing "Ctrl C",
AND there is no spare terminal,
THEN
Major problem - call ELECTRONICS.
IF the sample room VDU terminal is broken,
(ie. no response or a blank screen on the sample room
VDU terminal).
AND power is not available (a red light is not on),
THEN
Major problem - call ELECTRICIAN.
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2.2.3.

POLAB Operating System Problems.

The

Decwriter is

POLAB operating system.
POOL availability.
used

to pass

full, all tasks,
be able

message.
which

The POOL is

console of

task to

task

the stack.

Normally, for

If the

some conditions

automatically prints

are

is that of

not

and Mould

be

POOL becomes

messages, will not

every task

POOL, there should be a task

messages

the

an area of computer memory

which rely on passing

However,

the

from

to as

to execute.

message in the

computer

The main problem area

messages

commonly referred

the

have been

removed.

out messages indicating

placing a

to remove the
found under
The

computer

an impending

POOL management failure, but it is usually lost amongst the
many

other messages

usually

achieved

by

which are
aborting

printed out.

Recovery is

the

ending

program,

the

session and rebooting the computer.

IF the decwriter terminal is broken,
(ie. no messages being printed out on the Decwriter).
AND the response to pressing “ENTER" is the prompt ">",
AND the first part of the POOL value is high (above 700),
AND the message printout reports "WARNING POOL low",
THEN
Go to the Sample Room VT100 terminal.
Type "PIC A", followed by "ENTER"
to abort the picture display program.
IF the decwriter terminal is broken,
(ie. no messages being printed out on the Decwriter).
AND the response to pressing "ENTER" is the prompt ">",
AND the first part of the POOL value is low (below 700),
AND the second part of the POOL value is low (below 40),
AND the message printout reports "WARNING POOL critically
low",
THEN
Go to the Sample Room VT100 terminal,
type "PIC A", followed by "ENTER"
to abort the picture display program.
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IF the decwriter terminal is broken,
(ie. no messages being printed out on the Decwriter).
AND the response to pressing "ENTER" is the prompt ">",
AND the first part of the POOL value is low (below 700),
AND the second part of the POOL value is low (below 40),
AND the message printout reports "WARNING POOL exhausted",
THEN
Go to the Sample Room VT100 terminal.
Type "PIC A", followed by "ENTER".
To abort the picture display program.
Type "BYE", followed by "ENTER"
to end the session and then
REBOOT the computer.
IF the decwriter terminal is broken,
(ie. no messages being printed out on the Decwriter).
AND the response to pressing "ENTER" is the prompt ">",
AND the first part of the POOL value is high (above 700),
AND the second part of the POOL value is high (above 40),
THEN
There does NOT appear to be a problem.
(Someone has mis-interpreted an
inactive Decwriter as not working).
IF the decwriter terminal is broken,
(ie. no messages being printed out on the Decwriter).
AND there is no response to pressing "ENTER",
AND the cable is connecting the DECWRITER and the
computer,
THEN
Major problem — call Phil Bayley.
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2.2.4.

Statistics.

Each day, a new file is created containing a list
of

all

samples

eventually

fill

prepared.
the

periodically removed
basis.

The main

These

system
— which

problem in

disk

performed

this area

they

are

will
not

a monthly

is that

a fairly

to be followed to display

the nominated files.

infrequently, the

if

files

usually occurs on

complex set of instructions have
and then delete

statistics

Because

precise procedural

the task is
steps are

often forgotten.

IF the statistics have to be removed,
AND the VDU screen display is operating,
AND the screen is displaying the memory usage facility,
AND the response to pressing "Ctrl Z" was a prompt, ">",
AND the response to "SET /UIC=" was "/UIC=C6,153",
THEN
Type "@ASN" followed by "ENTER".
Type "SET /UIC=C100,13" followed by "ENTER".
Type "PIP TTO;= S*.DAT/LI" followed by "ENTER".
A list of files will be be printed out with names
similar to "S011087.DAT" where "011087" is the date of the
file.
Type "SET /UIC=C5,123" followed by "ENTER".
Type "@STA" followed by "ENTER".
When the menu appears select option 5.
A further menu will appear, select option 2.
The system will then prompt "Filenames"
For each file :
Type the filename (without the ".DAT").
IF the message is "PIP: no file(s) found."
THEN Check the spelling and re-enter the filename.
IF the message is :
"PIP: Sdate;1 Delete file (Y/N/B/Q)".
THEN Type "Y", followed by "ENTER".
After the last file has been entered, press "Ctrl Z "
When the menu appears press "Ctrl Z"
Type "SET /UIC = C6,153", followed by ENTER
Type "RMD", followed by "ENTER" to restore memory usage
display.
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IF the statistics have to be removed,
AND the VDU screen display is operating,
AND the screen is displaying the memory usage facility,
AND there Mas no response to pressing "Ctrl Z",
AND the cable is connected,
THEN
Press "Set-Up".
Go to "Communications".
Adjust baud rate to 9600Adjust "Receive = transmit".
Press "ENTER" (not "RETURN") to leave "Set-Up".
Start again.
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2.2.5.

Transport System Problems.

The final area concerns problems with the carrier
system

and

electronic
concerned
relief

relates

to

failures.

tube
The

with checking

valves (to

blockages,

electrical

procedures in

the set—up

release air

this

of such

pressure in

area

or
are

equipment as
front of

the

carrier), checking that the lid is on the carrier, checking
air

blowers (to

working

etc.

reversing the

push the

Simple

carrier through

remedies,

such as

blowers should be applied

the tube)

are

trying again

or

before electrical

or electronics personnel are called to deal with a fault.

IF the laboratory to plant station carrier system is not
working.
(ie. if a sample has not arrived at the laboratory for
processing).
AND the attempt to blow back the carrier has not worked,
AND the lid is on the carrier,
THEN
Set the sample preparation machines to automatic mode
and restart the computer.
IF the laboratory to plant station carrier system is not
working,
(ie. if a sample has not arrived at the laboratory for
processing).
AND the lid is not on the carrier,
AND the attempt to blow back the carrier has not worked,
THEN
Major problem - tube blocked - call ELECTRONICS.
IF the laboratory to plant station carrier system is not
working.
(ie. if a sample has not arrived at the laboratory
for processing).
AND the lid is on the carrier,
AND the attempt to blow back the carrier has not worked,
AND the air blower is not working,
THEN
Major problem - call ELECTRICIAN.
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IF the vacuum degasser to the laboratory carrier system
is not working.
(ie. if a sample has not arrived at the laboratory
for processing).
AND the carrier has left the station,
THEN
Go to the third part of section 5 the caster to laboratory carrier system.
NB. this is done automatically by the expert system.
IF the vacuum degasser to the laboratory carrier system
is not working.
(ie. if a sample has not arrived at the laboratory
for processing).
AND the carrier has not left the station,
AND the system is not set to "NEW",
THEN
Major problem.
Set to “NEW" system.
Set the sample preparation machines to automatic mode
and restart the computer.
IF the vacuum degasser to the laboratory carrier system
is not working,
(ie. if a sample has not arrived at the laboratory
for processing).
AND the carrier has not left the plant station,
AND the system is set to "NEW*',
AND the air blower is not working,
THEN
Major problem - call ELECTRICIAN.
IF the caster to laboratory carrier system is not
working.
(ie. if a sample has not arrived at the laboratory
for processing).
AND the carrier has left the plant station,
AND blowing back the sample carrier has worked,
AND it did not work to try the machines on automatic,
AND the air blower is working,
AND the (laboratory) relief valve is closed,
AND the (plant) relief valve is open,
THEN
Major problem.
Blow back to Plant Station.
Switch off Plant Station.
Call ELECTRONICS.
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The rules described above are given as an example of the 88
rules contained in

the system.

The complete

set of rules

are not given because :
- many solutions
problems

to problems are

have been

sent to

not known (a

Krupp /

list of

Polysius and

a

number of these solutions are still outstanding).
- many of the

rules are a repeat of a

former rule with

only a slight variation.
- some of the rules are trivial, for example s

IF the decwriter terminal is broken,
AND there is no response to pressing "ENTER",
AND the power cable is not connecting the DECWRITER
and the computer,
THEN
The power is disconnected.
Connect the power cable.
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3- Description of Implementation.
The

system was

designed to

be used

on an

IBM

personal computer because they are readily available at the
Port Kembla steelworks and
easily

transported

previously,

the

microPROLOG,

a

any software developed would be

throughout

the plant.

diagnostic
version of

system

PROLOG

As

was

written

mentioned

written

in

for use

with

mi cro-computers.

3.1.

MicroPROLOG.

PROLOG, which stands for Programmation en Logique, is
based

on

clause

Kowalski's

predicate

procedural

logic

C29,

301.

developed and first implemented
323

in

PROLOG.

Marseilles.
Well

There are

known

interpretation
The

was

by Colmerauer et al.

E31,

many

examples

PROLOG implemented in the

by Sammut at the University

Horn

language

implementations
are

compi1er/interpreter developed by Pereira
the UNSW

of

of

the

DEC-10

et al.

E333 and

C programming language

of NSW. Clarke and McCabe E183

claim that most PROLOG interpreters give execution times of
the same order as interpreted
PROLOG provides

much of

LISP E343.

At the same time

the inference machinery

that the

expert system implementer has to program in LISP.
According to Bratko
of

defining a

relation.

relation

E153, PROLOG programming consists
and asking

A PROLOG program consists

extended by adding new clauses.

questions about

of clauses and can be

For example :

noun(cable).

that
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noun(carrier).
noun(terminal).
is

a

procedure

relation

of

"noun".

three

PROLOG

conclusion part) and
consist

of a

clauses

each

describing

consist of

a body (or condition

list of

equivalent of "AND").
— facts

clauses

goals separated

a head

the
(or

part) which can

by commas

(PROLOG

The clauses can be of three types :

declaring statements

that are

unconditionally

true and are clauses that have an empty "body" eg. the
relation "noun" described above.
“ rules declaring statements that
a given condition

are true depending on

and are clauses that

have a "head"

and a non-empty "body", eg :
tube__sol uti on (Y) s- member ("not", Y) ,
carrier__solution (2) .
- question asking what

things are true and

containing a "body", eg.

is a clause

:

verb(reports).
would be

evaluated by PROLOG, using

the rules above,

producing a "yes" response.
When PROLOG

is asked a

prove), it uses the rules
the rules

until it gets

terms are identical
instantiated

to

by

question (or given a

substituting known facts into

a match.

A match occurs

or the variables in both

objects in

goal to

such

a

way that

if two

terms can be
after

the

substitution of variables by these objects the terms become
identical C153.
Following this

brief introduction

to PROLOG,

a more
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detailed

discussion will

be

directed to

the version

of

PROLOG which was used in the expert system development.
MicroPROLOG
designed

for

supposedly

is

an

interactive

does

features that

not

can be found
Mostly written

efficiency,

the standard

to the

use

on

sacrifice

computers.

close

interpreted

list syntax

the list.

a

any

in

of

the

assembler

syntax

of

of LISP

of

PROLOG

micro-computer

by using PROLOG

Clocksin and Mellish C351, there
which is

version

and

significant
on main-frame

to improve

its

microPROLOG is

very

because, according

to

is only one kind of term,

For example,

if a

term needs

to be

constructed with functor noun and one argument, it would be
written in conventional PROLOG as
noun((terminal)) .
to

indicate

that

"terminal"

is

a

noun,

where

as

in

microPROLOG it would be represented by
(noun (terminal))
The list is enclosed in round brackets and the elements are
separated by spaces

with the relation name at

the

"true" if

list which

"true".

If

microPROLOG

is

one of

the

each list

lists

continues searching

in

in

the head of
the tail

the tail

until it

is

finds a

is

"false"
"true"

predicate.
Since microPROLOG is LISP like in its syntax, a symbol
such as "

(meaning "if") is not necessary

and a PROLOG

c1ause :
tube_solution(X)

member("not", X),
carrier solution(2).
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would be represented in microPROLOG as :
( (tube__solution X)
(member "not" X)
(carrier_solution 2))
A further

example,

"append" predicate

showing
given by

two separate

goals,

is

Clocksin and Mellish

the

C353 in

conventional PROLOG as follows :
append(C 3,L,L).
append(CX!LI1,L2,CX!L31)
whereas

it

extensively

is

represented

in the

append(LI,L2,L3)-

in

micro

development of

PROLOG

(and

the expert

used

system) as

follows :
((append () y y ))
((append (x!X) y (x!Z)>
(append X y Z))

The expert
path through

system prototype

was set

up to

follow a

the microPROLOG predicates, depending

response to the question asked
was repeated until a solution

on the

by a particular rule-

This

was obtained and the program

would return to its primary menu at the start.
To make
additional

microPROLOG programs
feature

was built

into

more user
the

enable queries to be run automatically-

friendly, an

LOAD command

to

A query, such as :

? ( (start))
saved in a file, is treated (on LOADing) the same way as if
it had been typed in at the keyboard, enabling descriptions
and prompting to be automatically displayed on the screen-
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A listing of the prototype diagnostic expert system is
given in Appendix A with an example screen shown in
Appendix B.
An enhancement
enable

users to

to this user friendliness

converse

with the

system

language ie. a natural language interface-

would be to
in their

own
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3.2.

Natural Language.
A major

part in

developing a

successful expert

system is that the people who are to use the system must be
comfortable with
users

feel

it.

that

As

Fischer C363 says

computer

co-operative and that

systems

thought that

users

in their

C373

writes

a natural
use of

that

prerequisite for

guide

if this

language

Wahlster

processing

is

a

his reason

obtain and use knowledge depends

of natural

language whose

of what

Wahlster's statement

diagnostic system

have a natural

would aid

system.

advanced information systems,

the interpretation

experience.

and too much

language interface

natural

the comprehension

not

To get over this hurdle, it

this diagnostic

being that the ability to
on

unfriendly,

it takes too much time

effort to get something done.
was

are

most computer

we see,

concepts

hear, read

or

highlights the fact that

is to be

successful ,

language interface to be

it must

more readily used

by unskilled computer users.
Shwartz C383
"one

in which

defines a natural language

the user

communicates with

English, French, German, or

interface as
the system

in

any other natural language, as

opposed to artificial languages such as FORTRAN, COBOL or a
query language".
not have
the

He goes on to

a deep "understanding

data" contained

by a

point out that a user does
of the physical

system.

This

layout of

understanding IS

required when using a menu

system where either a user must

page through

of menus

with a

many screens

menu where the choice

or will

be presented

on the menu is

NOT clear to
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the system user.

Shwartz is more concerned with applying a

natural language interface to gain access to information in
a database.

This

is the

area where most

natural language interfaces is
42, 43, 443.

The same

of the

work on

being directed C39, 40, 41,

principles, however, can be applied

to expert systems whose

knowledge bases encounter the same

problems as databases.
Not everyone is as enthusiastic about natural language
interfaces as
out

that

Shwartz.

For instance, Fischer

responsible

interfaces

proponents

acknowledge

that

understand language in a

of

E363 points

natural

current

language

programs

significant sense.

cannot

This does not

rule out the use of natural language interfaces because, as
mentioned

earlier, practical

databases

and

understanding.

expert
Barr

applications (eg.

systems)

do

not

demand

and Feigenbaum C173 point

referring to a database management

access to
a

deep

out, again

system, that the use of

a natural language interface can cause problems, such as :
1. Once users become familiar

with the system, they will

often express their requests in a very abbreviated and
not necessarily in a grammatically correct form.
2. Users will often misspell words.
3. The

parser may

not have

a complete

lexicon of

the

words that the user may use.
4. The

user,

while

aware

of

the

structure

of

the

application domain, is often ignorant of the structure
of the database and of the connection between the two.
Also

Bundy

et

al.

C33

point

out

the

following
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difficulties

which will

be

encountered

in processing

a

natural language :
a) . "The sheer size and

complexity of English (or Eskimo)

syntax.
b) . The

ambiguity

language,

of

words

which must

background knowledge.
a pronoun like
need to
that

and phrases

be

resolved

(Even

in

turn

and

determining which person

"he" refers to

later

natural

from context

is a hard

consider all possibilities and

may

a

out

false,

task).

The

follow trails

complicates

the

programming.
c) . The large

amount of common sense

understand

even simple

knowledge needed to

pieces of

text, such

as the

stories written for five-year-olds.
d) . The

difficulty

'meaning' for

of

finding

suitable

parts of sentences and

notions

of

of representing

these meanings in a computer.
e) . The

need

to

keep

within

practical

potentially very large amount

bounds,

the

of computer time needed

to process a sentence; this involves clever search and
coding

techniques, which

make the

programs hard

to

write and describe.
Most of the
Bundy

problems presented by Barr

et al.

can be

English language
limited

ie. with

vocabulary

application involved
system.

The

overcome by

which

using a

a limited
is

and Feigenbaum and

number of

only

- in this case

subset of

relevant

the

rules and
to

the

the diagnostic expert

use of PROLOG (microPROLOG)

should take care
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of many of the remaining problems - the processing time may
cause

trouble but

it should

not

be too

serious if

the

grammar is restricted.
Clocksin

and

Mellish

C35U present

conventional PROLOG syntax, that
at the keyboard

a

program,

reads in a sentence typed

and converts this sentence into

PROLOG atoms which can be

in

a list of

used for later processing.

This

program was converted to microPROLOG syntax and used in the
diagnostic expert

system to

provide its

natural language

interface.
Having obtained

the sentence, it is

then checked to

ensure it conforms to the grammar of the sub-set of English
for the

diagnostic system.

used to determine if a
that

particular

Grammar is

the set

of rules

sequence of words is acceptable for

language.

The

grammar

used

in

this

exercise is composed of the following rules :
A sentence can be defined as a noun phrase followed by
a verb phrase,
or "there” followed by a verb phrase.
A noun phrase can be defined as a noun,
or an adjective fallowed by a noun,
or a determiner (the, a, etc.) followed by a noun
phrase.
A verb phrase can be defined as a verb,
or a clause,
or

a

verb/auxi1iary—verb

followed

by

a

noun

phrase,
or a

verb/auxi1iary-verb followed by

a negative
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followed by a noun phrase,
or an auxiliary verb followed by a verb phrase,
or

an

auxiliary

verb followed

by

a

negative

followed by a verb phrase.
A verb/auxi1iary-verb can be a verb,
or an auxiliary verb (is, was, did, etc.).
A clause is a part of speech having a noun and a verb.
Using

the microPROLOG

predicate ((append

X Y

Z)),

Clocksin and Mellish's method (and an example sentence from
the diagnostic
list of

expert system) will

atoms can be checked

be used to show

to see if they

grammatically correct sentence.

Starting

how a

conform to a

with the list of

atoms, say :
(the carrier is at the terminal),
decompose it
phrase and
the next

into two lists
Y is a verb

X and Y so

phrase.

that X is

If either fails,

decomposition of the list.

a noun
look at

The example sentence

can be decomposed in the following way :
X = (), Y = (the carrier is at the terminal)
X = (the), Y = (carrier is at the terminal)
X =

(the carrier), Y = (is at the terminal)

X =

(the carrier is), Y = (at the terminal)

X =

(the carrier is at), Y = (the terminal)

X =

(the carrier is at the), Y =

(terminal)

X = (the carrier is at the terminal), Y = ()
The

many

decompositions

of

wasteful of computer time and
out that all possible parses

the one

sentence

may

seem

space but Tomita [453 points
should be produced and stored
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somewhere for

It is

later disambiguation.

sentences that

will be handled

ambiguous

but

in

facility

to

handle

any

hoped that the

by the system will

has

the

method

of

microPROLOG

eventuality

by

ambiguity

the

not be

decomposition.
In this

way, it is

possible to take a

sentence from

the keyboard, break it into a noun phrase and a verb phrase
and use

these phrases to

describe symptoms to

enable the

diagnostic system to determine the solution to a particular
problem.

The language

of English with only
in the

is a legitimate

been defined

to

For example, "Mary
sentence but its

the expert

sentence would be rejected.

system

Appendix

acceptable sentences used to test
natural

language

is a subset

nouns, adjectives, verb etc., defined

system, being accepted.

little lamb"
not

accepted by the system

interface,

had a

nouns have

and, hence,

the

C provides a list of

the grammar rules of the
hence

not

all

possible

sentences are shown.
The philosophy
for

a

consultation

of using
rather

a number of
than one

short sentences

long

sentence

was

decided at the beginning of the project because s
- If spelling mistakes occur it
a short

sentence.

that a

user stays

The

is easier to re-type in

system has

at the same

until a sentence is correct

been designed

place in

so

the program

- he/she does not go back

to the start as would be the case if only one sentence
was entered.
- There would be

a quicker response from

the PC, hence
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the user would not have to wait.
- It is easier to program a

step at a time reducing the

possibility of getting lost or missing something.
- Easier to

find where

a change

is required,

this is

expected when developing systems.
Modifications to
an attempt to
clauses.
phrase

reduce the computer space

For
"the

the grammar rules were

example,
red

adjective - ((adj

LED

add extra

taken by relation

multiple adjectives,
lights" were

combined

(red LED))) to reduce

splitting of phrases and
to

also used in

sentences.

rules to

as

in

the

to

be

one

the searching and

It was also necessary

cover sentence

endings such

as a

"noun phrase" is a "noun" followed by a fullstop ".".
No special
classed as

rules were used for

delimiters or

C461, in his

nouns in this

system).

book on how natural language

meaning, writes

that pronouns

information about what
that

"pronouns" (they were

existing

natural

text can convey

"in themselves

they refer to".
language systems

Mellish

give little

He goes
do

on to say

not

provide

consistency checking of pronoun interpretation - indicating
that

researchers

in this

field

have

not worried

about

pronouns also.
While discussing natural
the

explanation

mentioned.

This

feature of

an

is the means

guidance on how to proceed
a consultation session.

language and expert systems,
expert

system should

by which a user

be

can obtain

should he/she require it during

If the explanation is not clear or

not presented in a natural language,

it will not be at all
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helpful to the user.
Appendix D provides a listing of the diagnostic expert
system with its natural language
provision

for the

user to

interface, as well as the

ask for

an explanation

of or

reason for a question asked by the system - these two
points are the main differences between the prototype and
the final version. The predicates of the final version had
to be modified to take extra arguments, such as :
- The complete sentence for grammar checking.
- The noun and verb phrases for decision making.
- An index to a file containing user explanations.
- The current

predicate to

return after asking

for an

explanation or making a mistake.
- The next predicate to process.
An example screen from this listing is shown in Appendix E.
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Comments.
Some

obtained from

rules

-for

diagnostic

the manufacturer,

the commissioning of the
by correspondence
and by the

the

Krupp /

were

Polysius, during

automated system in January 1987,

with the

manufacturer in

limited experience gained since

been in operation-

system

Other rules, such as

electronic and electrical problems,

West Germany,
the system has

those related to

were more difficult to

establi sh.
The automatic starting of microPROLOG programs is very
helpful

to unskilled

problems, however,
loaded
message

file.

PROLOG

when when

For example,

"Syntax

missing quote

there was
a

missing

error", while

("), gave no

other

It did

a mistake

cause
in the

bracket gave
errors,

error message.

indication of a missing or
"Predicate not

programmers-

the

such as

Also

a

the only

misspelt clause was the message

defined".

In

all these cases

did NOT automatically start and

the program

there was NO indication as

to the whereabouts of the error.
Writing

a

program

which

reads

sentence

from

the

keyboard was not as simple as using the program outlined by
Clocksin and

Mellish.

The standard clause

microPROLOG is (R x), where

the built in program "R" reads

a single term from the keyboard
argument "x"
Clocksin
reading
getc(c)

and
an

- not a
Mellish

and binds this term to the

single character as required
program-

ASCII character

(for reading a

for reading in

from

Both
the

the

by the

getO(c)

keyboard) and

(for
the

single character from the keyboard)
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programs were written in
convenient

to use

version because

microPROLOG.

the getc(c)

((getc x)

microPROLOG does

predicate "name (X, C97, 98,
ASCII codes into a word

However it was more
in microPROLOG)

not have

the "standard"

993) which converts a list of

- the microPROLOG program "CHAROF"

will only handle a single character.
With all the rules in one system, it was impossible to
read in more than four sentences during a consultation with
the

diagnostic system

because

of the

method of

parsing

sentences and the limitations of a personal computer.
was

overcame by

modules

which

referred

to

suggests

"you

splitting
would be

in

deleting all

the main

loaded

the microPROLOG
can

create

space

system into

when

required.

Reference
for

an

This

smaller
This

Manual

which

evaluation

unnecessary relation definitions

is

by

and modules

before the evaluation".
Because all the experts are still learning and finding
problems to overcome, the set
indeed, some of the current
This is

why new rules had

changed easily.

of rules is not complete and
rules may need to be adjusted.

to be added and

The development

existing rules

of this diagnostic system

for use in an industrial environment has been suspended for
approximately
takes place

three

months

to overcome

automated system.

while a

many of the

It was

major

faults found

necessary to cease

development

of the

likely that

many existing problems will

other problems

diagnostic system

will emerge.

redevelopment

the current

because it

However, the

in the

is most

be eliminated and
basic framework
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is in

place so that

becomes appropriate.

the development can continue
It should

when it

be noted that the Chemical

Department management has suggested that the development of
the diagnostic system be postponed (not cancelled) as there
is great potential for its use.
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4.2.

Conclusion.
A

implemented

set of

procedures

as

expert

occurring in
system

an

because

expert

to

diagnose

expert advice

Expert

problems

Department at

designed to

of rules,

systems.

explanation of

are

BHP Port

was adopted

evolve

which is

users as

the reason for their

by

not possible

or knowledge-based

to unskilled

and

and handling

intelligence approach

systems

and change

conventional
provide

system

the Chemical

An artificial

addition

been established

an automatic sample preparation

belonging to

Kembla.

has

in

systems

well as

decisions.

the

an

They also

provide a means of storing an expert's knowledge so that it
can be used after the expert has left.
The diagnostic
enable

the

system was

system to

be

written in

used

on a

personal

PROLOG, one

of the artificial intelligence

all

features

of the

diagnostic
with

expert system.

a natural

interface to
language

that are

The system

unskilled users.

with

required

language interface

which

to

microPROLOG to
computer.

languages, has
to develop

was also

to provide

this

provided
a friendly

Again, PROLOG is

program

this

natural

an ideal
language

interface.
The expert system will be used on an IBM PC, which has
a space limitation of 640K memory.
caused

problems for

requires further

the

natural

This lack of space has
language parser.

development of the program,

splitting into smaller modules to free memory.
would be

loaded when

necessary, by

This

for example,
The modules

microPROLOG commands.
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The length
becomes

of time to

a problem

process a particular

at

the limit

of

sentence only

the availability

of

computer memory when microPROLOG is searching for available
memory.
The only evaluation of
in an office environment-

the diagnostic system has been
Because of the redevelopment of

the host system to overcome many
of

the current

significantlyevaluation

This

can

conditions,

problems, the

an

only

is
be

expert

combinations of faults away
with

an

management

incomplete
can see

diagnostic systems-

of its faults and so some
knowledge base

unfortunate
obtained
cannot

will change

because

under

real

remember

all

a

operating
possible

from the problem domain.

evaluation, the
great potential

Chemical
for the

true

Even

Department
use of

such
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5- Future Work.
The following points require attention before the
diagnostic system can be regarded as complete :
1- Adjust

rules

which

automatic sample

may

be

found

after

handling and preparation

the

host

system has

been redeveloped.
2. Expand the

diagnostic system to include

other duties

that the shift chemist must perform, such as providing
the analysis

to calculate the

amount of alloy

to be

added to the steel to meet its chemical specification.
3. Once

the rules

diagnostic expert
such
speed

as the

Plant Laboratory.

restrictions.

been

stabilised, re-write

system in a

C programming

and allow

duplicated

have

for

the code

conventional language,

language, to
to be

MicroPROLOG
plant

use

the

improve its

transported to

the

code

be

because

cannot
of

copyright
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7. Appendix ANote that

Prototype Program Listing.
the carriage return commands

screen presentation have been

<PP> for

removed to aid understanding

of the program.
((start)
POLAB TROUBLESHOOTING SYSTEM")
(P "
by Phil Bayley")
<P "
and Peter Wilson.")
(P "
€P " Select from one of the following problem types-")
(P "
0. Exit from the system.")
(P "
1. Plant tube system terminal related.")
(P "
2. Sample room VDU terminal related.")
(P "
3. Decwriter terminal related.")
(P "
4. Removal of statistics.")
(P "
5. Carrier Problems.")
Enter one of the numbers above ")
(P "
(R X)
(cond X ))
((cond 0)
(QT.))
((cond 1 )
Plant Tube System Terminal Related Problem.
(P II
I
I
from one of the following problem types-" )
Select
(P
I
I
Caster 1.")
1.
(P
I
I
Strand 3.")
2.
(P
I
I
Strand 4.")
3.
(P
Ladle treatment.")
4.
(P II
Vacuum Degasser.")
5.
(P II
More than one terminals.")
6.
(P II
All terminals.")
7.
(P II
Enter one of the numbers above ")
(P "
(R X)
(cond_ 1 X )
(start))
((cond 2 )
(samp1e_room_termi nal)
(start))
((cond 3 )
(operating_system)
(start))
((cond 4 )
(remove_stati sti cs)
(start))
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((cond 5 )
(carri er_system)
(start))
((cond 6 )
(P "
(P "
(enter)
(start))
((cond x )
(P "
(enter)
(start))

Unusual Decwriter Message-")
No Data - currently under development."

Incorrect selection-")

((cond_l 1)
(check_for_carrier))
((cond_l 2)
(check_for_carrier))
((cond_l 3)
(check_f or__carrier))
((cond_l 4)
(check_for_carrier) )
((cond_l 5)
(check_for_carrier))
((cond_l 6)
(operating_system) )
((cond_l 7)
(operating__system) )
((check_for_carrier)
(P "
Plant Tube System Terminal Related Problem-")
(P "
Ask the terminal operator i-f a carrier is at ")
(P "
the terminal (open carrier terminal) ?")
(P "
Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question- ")
(R X)
(check_for_carrier_l X))
((check_for_carrier_l "y")
(system__avai labi 1 ity))
((check_for_carrier_l "n")
(carrier_system))
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((system__avai labi 1 ity)
(P II
System on Automatic-")
(P It Sei ‘ct from one of the following conditions
)
(P II 0.
No grinder / puncher machines on automatic,
(P II 1.
□ne (1) machine on automatic.")
(P II 2.
Two (2) machines on automatic.")
(P II
Enter one of the numbers above ")
(R X)
(P II
System Availability.")
(P "Sele :t from one of the following conditions
)
(P II 0.
No grinder / puncher machines available.")
(P II 1.
□ne (1) machine available.")
(P II 2.
Two (2) machines available.")
(P II
Enter one of the numbers above ")
(R XI)
(P If
System Activity.")
(P II Sel
t from one of the following conditions
No grinder / puncher machines busy.")
(P II 0.
(P II 1.
□ne (1) machine busy.")
(P II 2.
Two (2) machines busy.")
(P "
Enter one of the numbers above ")
(R X2)
(sys_avail_solution X XI X2))
((sys_avaiInsolution 0 0 0 )
(check_sample_insertion))
((sys_avaiInsolution 0 0 1 )
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
(( sys_avai 1__solution 0 0 2)
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
(( sys_avai 1__solution 0 10)
(check__sampl e_insertion))
(( sys__avai Insoluti on 0 1 1)
(check_sample_insertion))
(( sys_avai1_solution 0 1 2 )
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
(( sys_avai1^solution 0 2 0 )
(blocked 2))
(( sys_avaiInsolution 0 2 1 )
(broken 1))

-")

)

(( sys_avaiInsolution 0 2 2 )
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
(( sys_avaiInsolution 1 0 0 )
(check^power))
(( sys_avaiInsolution 1 0 1 )
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
(( sys_avaiInsolution 1 0 2 )
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
(( sys_avaiInsolution 1 1 0 )
(blocked 1))
(( sys_avaiInsolution 1 1 1 )
(wait))
(( sys_avaiInsolution 1 1 2 )
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
(( sys_avail_solution 1 2 0)
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
(( sys__avai Insoluti on 1 2 1)
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
(( sys__avai l_solution 1 2 2)
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
(( sys_avai1_solution 2 0 0 )
(check__power ))
(( sys_avai1^solution 2 0 1 )
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
(( sys_avaiInsolution 2 0 2 )
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
(( sys_avaiInsolution 2 1 0 )
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
(( sys_avaiInsolution 2 1 1)
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
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(( sys_avai l__solution 2 12)
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
(( sys_avail_solution 2 2 0 )
(blocked 1))
( sys_avai l__solution 2 2 1)
(blocked 1))
(( sys_avail_solution 2 2 2 )
(Mait))
((check_power)
(P "
Checking for Power to Terminal-")
(P "Are there any red LED lights on the terminal ? ")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question- ")
(R X)
(power_l X))
((power_1 "y")
(check_sample_insertion))
((check_sample_insertion)
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
((power_1 "n")
(P "
Checking for Power Overload-")
(P "Turn on power switch to terminal-")
(P "If still no power, turn on overload switch ")
(P "for appropriate terminal in the S5 cabinet.")
(enter))
((wait)
(P
(P
(P

"

SOLUTION.")

"
The System is busy.")
•• Operator at terminal should WAIT.")
(enter))
((blocked 1)
(P •
•
SOLUTION-")
(P " The machine(s) is/are blocked.")
(P " Sample preparer should clear blockage-")
(P " Operator at terminal should WAIT-")
(enter))
((blocked 2)
<p

•«

SOLUTION.")

(P "The machine(s) is/are blocked.")
(P "Operator at terminal should use")
(P "manual backup system.")
(P "Sample preparer should clear blockage.")
(enter))
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((broken 1)
(P "
SOLUTION-")
<P "If one or more of the machines is NOT")
(P "out of service-")
(P "Investigate reason for machines NOT")
(P "on automatic mode-")
<P "This involves examining :-")
(P "
- the inservice machines-")
(P "
- the sample preparer-")
(P " All users should switch to manual backup system-")
(enter))
((sample_room_terminal)
(P "
Checking for Power to Terminal-")
(P "
Is power available ?")
(P "
Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question.
(R x)
(samp1e_power x ))
((samp1e_p ower "y ")
(P "
Checking for Screen Display-")
(P "
Is there any screen display ?")
(P "
Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(screen_display X))
((samplempower "n")
(carrier solution 1))
((screen_display "y")
(P «•
Checking for Response-")
(P »
Press 'ctrl C'.")
(P •
•
Is there any response ?")
^p "
Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question*
(R X)
(response X))

")

((screen_display "n")
(P »
Checking for Spare Terminal-")
(P »
is a spare terminal available ?")
(P »
Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question- ")
(R X)
(spare_terminal X))
( (spare__terminal "y")
SOLUTION.")
(P "
Hook
up
the spare terminal ")
(P "
and try again !")
(P "
(enter))
((spare_terminai "n")
(carrier__solution 2))
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((response "y ">
(P "
Checking for Response-")
(P " Is the response either '>' or 'MCR>' ?")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n> to this question- ")
(R X)
(response_l X))
((response_l "y")
(P "
Checking for Response.11)
(P "
Type 'PIC A'")
(P "
Is the response 'NOT LOGGED IN' ?")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(response_3 X) )
((response_l "n")
(P "
Checking for Response-")
(P "
Is the response gibberish ?")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(response_2 X))
((response_2 "y ")
(P "
Checking for VT100 Setup-")
(P " No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
((response_2 "n")
(P "
Checking for Response-")
(P " Is the response 3 letters followed by '>' ?")
(P "
eg. 'PIP>'.")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(response__4 X) )
((response^ "y")
(P "
Checking for Response-")
(P " Press 'ctrl C' again,")
(P "
response is 'MCR>'")
(P " Type 'ABO ' then the same 3 letters ")
(P "
then 'T2' and press ENTER ")
(P "
eg 'ABO PIPT2'")
(P "
Is the response something like
)
(P "
'Task PIPT2 aborted by CLI directive' ?")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question- ")
(R X)
(response^ X) )
((response_4 "n")
(power.2 "y"))
( (response^ "y")
(P «
SOLUTION.")
(P "
The terminal is now OK !")
(enter))
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((response^ "n")
(powerJZ "y"))
((response_3 "y")
(P II
SOLUTION .")
(P II
Type 'HELLO' ")
(P II
Response is 'User ID'")
(P II
Type 'PREP'" )
(P II
Response is 'Password'"
(P II
Press ENTER key.")
(P II
Terminal is now OK.")
(enter))
((response_3 "n")
(response^ "n"))
((response "n")
(screen_display "n"))
( (operating_system)
(P "
Operating System-")
(P "To determine if the operating system is running")
(P "press ENTER on the Decwriter console.")
(P "The response on the Decwriter is :-")
(P "
1> (prompt is greater than symbol) ?")
(P "
2.
A different response to (1.)
?")
(P "
3No response ?")
(P " Select one of the numbers above ")
(R X)
(op_sys X ) )
((op_sys 1 )
(pool__avai labi 1ity))
((op_sys 2 )
(op_sys_l))
((op_sys 3 )
(op_sys_l))
((op_sys_l)
(P "
Checking for Power to Terminal-")
(P "Is the cable connecting the COMPUTER ")
(P "and the DECWRITER ?")
(P "Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(power_2 X))
((power__2 "y")
(P "
SOLUTION.")
(P " There is a MAJOR problem.")
(P "
Call Philip Bayley.")
(enter))
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((power_2 "n")
(P "
SOLUTION.")
(P " The power is disconnected.")
(P "
Connect the cable !! !")
(enter))
((pool_availability)
(P "
Check on POOL Availability.")
<P "To check on POOL availability, enter pool values")
(P "from the Decwriter System Message Report")
(P "ie. type 'rmd' on the Decwriter and press ENTER.")
(P "
<P "
(R X)

Enter the first part of the Pool value ")
XXXX:----:—
")

(P "
(P »
(R Y)

Enter the second part of the Pool value ")
----:XXXX:—
")

(P "
Enter the third part of the Pool value ")
(P ..
---- :--- :XX ")
(R Z)
(pool_check X Y Z))
(<pool__check X Y Z)
(LESS X 700)
(pool __condi tion 1))
((pool_check X Y Z)
(LESS 40 Z)
(pool __condi tion 1))
((pool_check X Y Z)
(pool_condition 2))
((pool_condition 0 )
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(P "Press any character key to continue ")
(R Z) )
((pool_condition 1 )
(pool_message 0))
((pool_condition 2 )
(P "There does NOT appear to be a problem !")
(enter))
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((pool..message 0)
(P "
Determine Pool Condition.")
(P "Examine DECWRITER message printout for the")
(P "POOL condi t ion.")
(P "Does the printout report :-")
(P "
1.
WARNING pool low ?")
(P "
2.
WARNING pool critically low ?")
CP "
3.
WARNING pool exhausted ?")
<P "
4.
or NONE of the above ?")
(P " Select one of the numbers above ")
(R X)
(pool.message X) )
<(pool..message 1)
(pool_message 2))
((pool_message 2)
(P "
POOL Problem.")
(P " Go to the Sample Room VT100 terminal an type")
(P " 'pic a'")
(P " followed by ENTER ")
(P " to abort the picture display program.")
(enter))
((pool.message 3)
(P "
POOL Problem.")
(P "Go to the Sample Room VT100 terminal an type")
(P " 'pic a'")
(P "followed by ENTER ")
(P "to abort the picture display program and then")
(P "'bye'")
(P "followed by ENTER ")
(P "to end the session.")
(P "Then REBOOT the computer.")
(enter))
( (pool..message 4)
(P "No Data - currently under development")
(enter))
((remove_statistics)
(P "
Remove Statistics.")
(P " This is a monthly task, performed during ")
(P " the second week of each month. ")
(P " Do you want to remove the statistics")
(P " (answer = 'y') ">
(P " or return to the main menu (to exit)")
(P " (answer ='n') ?")
(P "
Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(remove_statistic5_l X))
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((remove_statistics_l "y")
fP "
Remove Statistics-")
<P "Is the VDU screen display on the POLAB desk on ?")
<P "
Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
(R X)
<stat_display X))
(<remove_statistics__l "n"))
<<stat_display "y")
(memory_usage))
<(stat_display "n")
<P "
Checking Screen Display.")
(P "
Press RETURN.")
(stat_response_l))
((memory__usage)
<P "
Memory Usage Facility.")
<P "
Is the screen displaying the memory usage")
(P "
facility ?")
(P "
Answer yes (y) or no <n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(usage_response X))
((usage_response "y")
<P "
Memory Usage Facility.")
<P " Press 'Ctrl Z' (no RETURN).")
(stat__response__l) )
((usage_response "n")
(P "
Memory Usage Facility.")
(P "
Press 'Ctrl C' (no RETURN).")
(stat^response^l))
<<stat__response__l)
(P "
Checking on Response.")
<P "
Was the response '>'?")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
<R X)
<stat__response_2 X))
((stat_response_2 " y")
(P "
Checking on Response.")
(P " Type 'SET /UIC= 'and then press 'ENTER'.")
(P " Was the response '/UIC=C6,153' ?")
(P " Answer yes <y) or no <n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(stat_response_3 X))
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((stat_response__2 "n")
(P "
Checking on Power.")
(P " Is the power cable and the I/O cable ")
<P " connected to the terminal ?*’)
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
<R X)
(stat_power X))
((stat_power "y")
(P " Checking on Set - Up.")
(P »Press 'Set-Up.")
(P "Go to 'Communications'.")
(P "Adjust baud rate to 9600.")
(P "Adjust 'Receive = Transmit'.")
<P "Press 'ENTER' (not 'RETURN') to leave 'Set-Up'.")
(P "Start again.")
(enter)
(remove_statisties) )
((stat_power "n")
(P "
Checking on Power.")
(P " Connect cables properly and start again .")
(enter)
(remove_statisties))
((stat_response_3 "y")
(P "
Removing Files.")
(P "
Type '©ASN'and then press 'ENTER' .")
(P "
Type 'SET /UIC = C100,13' and press 'ENTER'.")
(P "
Type 'PIP TT0;= S*.DAT/LI' and press 'ENTER'.")
(P "A list of files will be printed on the Decwriter.")
(P "The names are similar to 'S0110B7.DAT' ")
(P "where '011087' is the date of the file. ")
(P "The files to be removed will be these 'Sdate.DAT'
(P "files for the previous month or earlier. ")
(P "
Type 'SET /UIC = C5,123'and press 'ENTER'.")
(P "
Type '@STA 'and press 'ENTER'.")
(P "When the menu appears, select option 5.")
(P "Select option 2 on the next menu. ")
(enter)
(stat_response_4))
((stat_response_3 "n")
(P "
Checking on Response.")
(P "Type 'SET /UIC=C6,153' and press 'ENTER'.")
(enter)
(stat__response_3 "y"))
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((stat_response__4)
(P "
Removing Files.")
<P " The system will prompt for 'Filenames',")
(P " For each listed 'Sdate.DAT' file,")
(P " type the name without '.DAT'.")
(P "Did the message say 'PIP: no file(s) found' ?")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(stat_response_5 X))
((stat_response_5 "y")
(check_spel1ing) )
( (check__spel 1ing)
(P "
Removing Files.")
(P " Check spelling of filename and re-enter.")
(enter)
(stat_response_4))
((stat__response_5 "n")
(P "
Removing Files.")
(P " Did the message say :-")
(P " 'PIP: Sdate.DAT;1 Delete file (Y/N/G/D)' ?")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(stat_response__6 X))
((stat_response__6 "y")
(P "
Removing Files.")
(P "Type 'Y' and press 'ENTER'.")
(P "After the last file has been entered,")
(P "press 'Ctrl Z'.")
(P "When the menu reappears, press 'Ctrl Z'. ")
(P "The response is '>'. ")
(P "Type 'SET /UIC = C6,151' and press 'ENTER'.")
(P "Type 'RMD ' and press 'ENTER'. ")
(P "to restore memory usage display.")
(enter))
( (stat_response__6 "n")
(check__spel 1ing) )
((carrier_system)
(P "
Carrier System.")
(P "Which carrier is giving the problem
")
(P "
1.
Laboratory to Plant Station ?")
(P "
2.
Vacuum Degasser to Laboratory ?")
(P "
3.
Caster to Laboratory ?")
(P " Select one of the numbers above ")
(R X)
(carrier X))
( (carrier 1)
(blow back lab 1))
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<(carrier 2)
(left_station 1))
((carrier 3)
(left_station 2))
((blow_back__lab 1)
(P "
Checking on Carrier Problem-")
(P "Has the blow back to the Laboratory arrived ?")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(carrier_response_l X) )
( (carrier_response__l "y")
(carrier_lid 1))
((carrier_response_l "n")
(blow_back_plant D )
((carrier__lid 1)
(P "
Checking on Carrier Problem-")
(P "
Is the lid on the carrier ?")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question- ")
(R X)
(carrier_response_2 X))
((carrier_response_2 "y")
(blow_back_plant 1))
((carrier_response_2 "n")
(carrier_solution 3))
((blow_back_plant 1)
(P "
Checking on Carrier Problem.")
(P "Has the blow back to the Plant Station arrived ?")
(P "
Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question- ")
(R X)
(carrier__response_3 X))
((carrier_response_3 "y")
(automati c_success 1 ))
((carrier_response_3 "n")
(lab_blower 1))
((automatic_success 1)
(P »
Checking on Carrier Problem-")
(P " Did it work to try again on automatic ?")
(P "Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question- ")
(R X)
(carrier_response_4 X))
((carrier_response_4 "y" )
(carrier solution 0))

< (carrier__response_4 "ri")
(rei ief_valve_lab D )
<<lab_blower 1)
(P "
Checking on Carrier Problem-")
(P " Is the Laboratory blower working ? ")
(P "Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question- "
(R X)
(carrier_respanse_5 X))
((carrier_response_>5 "y")
(rei ief _val ve__lab D )
(carrier_response_5 "n")
(carrier^solution i ))
((rei ie-f_val ve_lab 1)
(P "
Checking on Relief Valve.")
(P " Is the Laboratory relief valve CLOSED ? ")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question.
(R X)
(carrier_response_6 X))
((carrier_response_6 "y")
(reiief_valve_plant 1))
((carrier_response_6 "n")
(carrier_solution 2 ))
((reiief_valve_plant 1)
(P "
Checking on Relief Valve-")
(P " Is the Plant Station relief valve OPEN ? ")
(P "Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question- "
(R X)
(carrier_response_7 X))
((carrier_response_7 "y")
(carrier_solution 3 ))
( (carrier_response__7 "n")
(carrier solution 2 ))
((left_station 1)
(P "
Checking on Carrier Problem-")
(P "
Has the carrier left the Station ?")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question.
(R X)
(carrier_response_S X))
((carrier_response_8 "y")
(blow__back__plant 2))

((carrier_response_B "n")
(new_system))
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( (new__system)
CP "
Checking on Carrier Problem.")
(P "
Is the control set to NEW system ?")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no Cn) to this question. ")
(R X)
(carrier_response_9 X))
((carrier_response_9 "y")
Cplant_blower D )
(Ccarrier_response_9 "n")
Ccarrier_salution 4))
CCplant_blower 1)
(P "
Checking on Carrier Problem.")
CP "
Is the Plant Blower working ?")
(P "Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(carrier_response_9a X))
((carrier_response_9a "y")
Crelief_valve_plant 2))
(Ccarrier_response_9a "n")
(carrier_solution D )
((1eft_station 2)
(P "
Checking on Carrier Problem.")
CP "
Has the carrier left the Station ?")
CP " Answer yes Cy) or no Cn) to this question. ")
CR X)
Ccarrier_response__10 X))
CCcarrier_response_10 "y")
Cblow_back_plant 2))
CCcarrier_response__10 "n")
Ccarrier_solution 8))
C Cblow_back_plant 2)
(P "
Checking on Carrier Problem.")
CP "Has the blow back to the Plant Station arrived ?")
CP " Answer yes Cy) or no Cn) to this question. ")
CR X)
Ccarrier_response_l1 X))
CCcarrier_response_l1 "y")
(automatic__success 2 ))
CCcarrier_response_l1 "n")
Clab blower 2))

((automatic__success 2)
fP "
Checking on Carrier Problem.")
(P " Did it work to try again on automatic ?"
(P "Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question.
(R X)
(carrier_response__12 X))
((carrier__response_12 "y")
(carrier_solution 0))
((carrier_response__12 "n")
(plant_blower 2))
((plant_blower 2)
(P "
Checking on Carrier Problem.")
(P "
Is the Plant Blower working ?")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question
(R X)
(carrier_response_13 X))
((carrier_>response_13 "y")
(relief_valve_plant 2))
((carrier_response_13 "n")
(carrier_solution 1))
((relief_valve_.plant 2)
(P "
Checking on Relief Valve.")
(P " Is the Plant Station relief valve CLOSED
(P "Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question.
(R X)
(carrier_response_14 X))
((carrier_response_14 "y")
(relief_valve_lab 2))
( (carrier_response_14 "n")
(carrier_solution 1 ))
((relief_valve_lab 2)
(P "
Checking on Relief Valve.")
(P "
Is the Laboratory relief valve OPEN ?
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question
(R X)
(carrier_response_15 X))
((carrier_response_15 "y")
(carrier_solution 6 ))
((carrier_response_15 "n")
(carrier solution 7 ))
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(<1ab_b1ower 2)
(P "
Checking on Carrier Problem.'1)
(P "
Is the Laboratory blower working ? ")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(carrier_response__16 X))
( (carrier_response__16 "y")
(blow_back_lab 2))
((carrier_response_16 "n")
(carrier_solution 1 ))
((blow_back_lab 2)

(P "
Checking on Carrier Problem.")
<P " Has the blow back to the Laboratory arrived ?")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(carrier_response_17 X))
((carrier_response_17 "y")

(carrier lid 2))
((carrier__response_17 "n")
(automatic success 3))
( (automatic__success 3)
(P "
Checking on Carrier Problem.")
(P "
Did it work to try again on automatic ?")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(carrier_response_18 X))
((carrier_response_18 "y")
(carrier solution 0) )
((carrier_response_lB "n")
(carrier solution 5))
((carrier_lid 2)
(P "
Checking on Carrier Problem.")
(P "
Is the lid on the carrier ?")
(P " Answer yes (y) or no (n) to this question. ")
(R X)
(carrier_respon5e_19 X))
((carrier_response_19 "y")
(blow_back_plant 2))
((carrier_response_19 "n")
(carrier_solution 3))
((carrier_solution 0)
(P " There does NOT appear to be a problem !")
(enter))

((carrier__solution 1 )
(P "
SOLUTION.")
(P " There is a MAJOR problem.")
(P "
Call ELECTRICAN.")
(enter))
<(carrier_solution 2 )
(P "
SOLUTION.")
(P " There is a MAJOR problem.")
(P "
Call ELECTRONICS.")
(enter))
((carrier_solution 3 )
(P "
SOLUTION.")
(P " There is a MAJOR problem.")
(P "
Tube blocked.")
(P "
Call ELECTRONICS.")
(enter))
((carrier^solution 4 )
(P "
SOLUTION.")
(P " There is a MAJOR problem.")
(P "
Set to NEW System.")
(P "
Try again on Automatic.")
(enter))
( (carrier__solution 5 )
(P "
SOLUTION.")
(P " There is a MAJOR problem.")
(P " Both relief valves open.")
(P "
Tube blocked.")
(P "
Call ELECTRONICS.")
(enter))
((carrier_solution 6 )
(P "
SOLUTION.")
(P " There is a MAJOR problem.")
(P "
Tube blocked.")
(P " Blow back to Plant Station.")
(P " Switch off Plant Station.")
(P "
Call ELECTRONICS.")
(enter))
((carrier_solution 7 )
(P "
SOLUTION.")
(P " There is a MAJOR problem.")
(P " Blow back to Plant Station.")
(P " Switch off Plant Station.")
(P "
Call ELECTRONICS.")
(enter))
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(<carrier^solution 8 )
(P "
SOLUTION.")
<P "
Clamp open ?")
(P "
System waiting ?")
(P "
ELECTRONICS problem ?")
(P " Development o-f third area required ???")
(enter))
((enter)
(P "Press ENTER to continue.")
(RDCH "KBD:" x))
((start))
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B.

Appendix B. Sample screen for Prototype System

PQLAB TROUBLESHOOTING SYSTEM
by Phil Bayley
and Peter Wilson.
Select from one of the following problem types0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Exit from the system.
Plant tube system terminal related.
Sample room VDU terminal related.
Decwriter terminal related.
Removal of statistics.
Carrier Problems.

Enter one of the numbers above
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9-

Appendix C. List of Acceptable Sentences.
The following

is a list of

for the

natural language interface.

used to

test the grammar

acceptable sentences
These

rules and not all

sentences were
sentences are

shown - only a test sample.

The carrier system is not working.
The laboratory to plant station carrier system is broken.
The vacuum degasser to laboratory carrier system is broken.
The caster to laboratory carrier system is broken.
The plant tube terminal is broken.
The carrier is at the terminal.
The carrier is not at the terminal.
No grinder puncher machines are on automatic.
One grinder puncher machine is available.
Two grinder puncher machines are busy.
The terminal has red LED lights.
The terminal has no red LED lights.
The sample room VDU terminal is broken.
Power is available.
Power is not available.
There is a screen display.
There is not a screen display.
The response is a prompt.
The response is a not prompt.
The response is not-1ogged-in.
The response is not not-1ogged-in.
The response is task aborted.
The response is not task aborted.
The response is gibberish.
The response is not gibberish.
There is no response.
There is a spare terminal.
There is no spare terminal.
The decwriter terminal isbroken.
The pool value is low.
The pool value is critically low.
The pool value is high.
The printout reports the pool is low.
The printout reports the pool is critically low.
The printout reports the pool is exhausted.
The pool value is OK.
The cable is connected.
The cable is not connected.
The statistics have to be removed.
The VDU screen display is operating.
The VDU screen display is not operating.
The response was correct.
The message was no files found.
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The message was not no files found.
The message was to delete files.
The screen is displaying the memory usage facility.
The screen is not displaying the memory usage facility.
The response was not a prompt.
The cable is not connected.
The decwriter terminal is broken.
The blow back has arrived.
The blow back has not arrived.
The lid is on the carrier.
The lid is not on the carrier.
The blower is working.
The blower is not working.
It did work on automatic.
It did not work on automatic.
The relief valve is open.
The relief valve is not open.
The relief valve is closed.
The relief valve is not closed.
The carrier has left the station.
The carrier has not left the station.
The system is set to new.
The system is not set to new.
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10.

Appendix D.

Program Listing

of the

Expert

System with a Natural Language Interface.

Note that again the

carriage return commands (PP) for

screen presentation have been

removed to aid understanding

of the program.

C(start)
(P " CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT AUTOMATIC LABORATORY SYSTEM")
(P " by Phil Bayley")
(P " and Peter Wilson.")
(P "
Select from one of the following :-")
(P "
0. Exit from the system.")
<P "
1. Commence query session.")
(P "
Enter one of the numbers above ")
(R X)
(cond X ))
((cond 0 )
(CLOSE "demo.txt")
(QT.))
((cond 1 )
(TIME X2 Y2 Z2 z2)
(read_l )
(DATE X4 Y4 Z4)
(TIME X3 Y3 Z3 z3)
(P "
Date
(P "Time (finish)
(P "Time (start)
(SPACE x5)
(P "Space left
(start))

* "
« "
= "

X4Y4 Z4)
X3Y3 Z3 z3)
X2Y2 Z2 z2)

= 11

x5 )

((cond 2 )
(SEEK "demo.txt" (010))
(cond 1))
((cond x )
(PP ) (pp ) (p "Incorrect entry (enter)
(start))

try again!!!")
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((read_l)
(P "CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT AUTOMATIC LABORATORY SYSTEM")
(P "Enter a description of the problem (in a sentence)")
(P "Select from one of the following problem types
(P "
Plant tube system terminal related.")
(P "
Sample room VDU terminal related.")
<P "
Decwriter terminal related.")
(P "
Removal of statistics.")
(P "
Carrier Problems.")
(P "
(At any stage - enter ? for an explanation).")
(read__in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (QiO) 315) (read_l)
(check_sentence x xl yl)))
((check_sentence x xl yl)
(member "plant" xl)
(OR
((member "every" xl) (member "terminal" xl))
((member "all" xl) (member "terminals" xl))
)
(decwriter_problems))
((check_sentence x xl yl)
(member "plant" xl)
(member "terminals" xl)
(decwriter_problems))
((check_sentence x xl yl)
(member "plant" xl)
(member "terminal" xl)
(check_for_carrier))
((check_sentence x xl yl)
(member "samp1e " x 1)

(sample__room_probi ems) )
((check_sentence x xl yl)
(member "decwriter" xl)
(decwri ter__probl ems ))
((check_sentence x xl yl)
(member "statistics" xl)
(statistics__removal))
((check_sentence x xl yl)
(member "carrier" xl)
(carrier_problems))
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(chEck_for_carrier)
(P " Ask the terminal operator it a carrier is at")
(P " the terminal
(open carrier terminal)
?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(! is.sentence x xl yl (rule (2159) 523)
(check_f or_carrier)
(check__f or_carrier_l x xl yl )))
((check_for_carrier_l x xl yl )
(member "not" yl)
(carrier_problems 0))
((check_for_carrier_l x xl yl )
(check_for_automatic))
((check_for_automatic )
(P "How many grinder puncher machines are on automatic?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (6170) 342)
(check__f or_automat ic )
(check_for_avai1abi1ity x xl yl)))
((check_for_availabi 1ity x xl yl)
(member "no" xl)
(member "automatic" yl)
(check_machine_availabi1ity 0 ))
((check_for_availabi1ity x xl yl
(member "one" xl)
(member "automatic" yl)
(check_machine_availabi1ity 1
((check_for_availabi1ity x xl yl
(member "two" xl)
(member "automatic" yl)
(check__machine_availability 2

)
))
)
))

((check_machine_availability X )
(P "How many grinder puncher machines are available ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (9128) 349)
(check_machine_availability X)
(check__for_busy X x xl yl )))
((check_machine_automatic x xl yl )
(check_tor_carrier_l x xl yl ))
((check__for_busy X x xl yl)
(member "no" xl)
(member "available" yl)
(check_machine_busy X 0) )
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( (check__for_busy X x xl yl)
(member "one" xl)
(member "available" yl)
(check_machine_busy X 1))
((check__for_busy X x xl yl)
(member "two" xl)
(member "available" yl)
(check__machine_busy X 2))
((check__machine_busy X Y)
(P "How many grinder puncher machines are busy ?" )
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (111121) 250)
(check_machine_busy X Y )
(check_for_solution X Y x xl yl)))
( (check_for__solution X Y x xl yl)
(member "no" xl)
(member "busy" yl)
(tube_solution X Y 0))
((check_for_solution X Y x xl yl)
(member "one" xl)
(member "busy" yl)
(tube_solution X Y 1))
((check_for_solution X Y x xl yl)
(member "two" xl)
(member "busy" yl)
(tube solution X Y 2)>
((sample_room__problems )
(P "
Is power available ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (131115) 225)
(sample_room_problems )
(check_for_power x xl yl )))
((check_for_power x xl yl )
(member "not" yl)
(sample_solution 6))
((check_for_power x xl yl )
(check_screen))
((check_screen )
(P " Is a screen displayed on the terminal ?")
<P •«
(Enter a description.)")
(read__in x)
(| is_sentence x xl yl (rule (15184) 243)
(check__screen )
(check for_screen x xl yl)))
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((check_for_screen x xl yl)
(member "no" yl)
(check_spare))
((check_for^screen x xl yl)
(check_response_a ))
((check_response__a)
(P "Is the response to 'Ctrl C' '>' or 'MCR>'
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (17171) 216)
(checkeresponse_a)
(check_for_response_a x xl yl)))
( (check__for_response_a x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(member "gibberish" yl)
(check_response_3) )
((check_for_response_a x xl yl)
(member "gibberish" yl)
(samp1e_soluti on 0))
((check_for_response_a x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(check_response_l))
( (check_f or__response_a x xl yl)
(member "no" yl)
(check_spare ))
((check_for_response_a x xl yl)
(check_response_al))
((check__response_al)
(P "
Type 'PIC A' ")
(P "Is the response 'NOT LOGGED IN' ?")
(P " (Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (19131) 394)
(check_response_al)
(check_for_response_al x xl yl)))
((check_for_response_al x xl yl)
(OR
((member "no" yl))
((member "not" yl))
)
(check_response_3))
((check_for_response_al x xl yl)
(sample_solution 1))

?" )
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( (check__spare )
(P "
Is there a spare terminal available ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)">
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (22141) 189)
(check_spare)
(check_for__spare x xl yl)))
((check_for_spare x xl yl)
(member "no" yl)
(sample_solution 5))
((check__for_spare x xl yl)
(sample_solution 4))
((check_response_l )
(P " Is the response to 'Ctrl C' gibberish ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read__in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (231102) 203)
(check_response_l)
(check_for_response_2 x xl yl )))
((check_for_response_2 x xl yl)
(OR
((member "no" yl))
((member "not" yl))
)
(P " Check for VT100 set-up.")
(sample_solution 0))
( (check__for_response_2
(check__response_3) )

x xl yl)

((check_response_3)
(P "
Is the response 3 letters followed by '>
(P "
Eg. 'PIP>'.")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read__in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (25149) 213)
(check_response_3)
(check_for_response_3 x xl yl )))
((check_for_response_3 x xl yl)
(OR
((member "no" x))
((member "not" x))
)
(sample__solution 3) )
((check_for_response_3
(check_response_4))

x xl yl)

?" )
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((check_response_4)
(P "
Press 'Ctrl C' again.11)
(P "Response should be 'MCR>' ")
(P "
Type 'ABO ' and then the same 3 letters ")
<P "
the 'T2' and press ENTER,")
<P "
eg. 'ABO PIPT2'.")
(P "Is the response something like :-")
(P "
'Task PIPT aborted by CLI directive' ?")
<P "
(Enter a description.)">
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (2716) 186)
(checker esponse__4)
(check_for_response_4 x xl yl )))
((check_for_response_4 x xl yl)
(OR
((member "no" x))
((member "not" x))
)
(sample_solution 3))
((check_for_response_4
(sample_solution 2))

x xl yl)

((decwriter_problems)
(P "
DECWRITER PROBLEMS ")
(P "
Is the response on the DECWRITER
'>' ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read__in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (28164) 245)
(decwriter_probiems)
(dec_response_l x xl yl)))
((dec_response_l x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(check_cable))
((check__cable)
(P "
DECWRITER PROBLEMS ")
(P " Is the cable connecting the computer")
(P " and the DECWRITER ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read__in x)
( ; is__sentence x xl yl (rule (30153) 184)
(check__cable)
(dec__cable__l x xl yl)))
((dec_cable_l x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(decwriter__solution 3))
((dec_cable_l x xl yl)
(sample_solution 3))
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( (dec__response_l x xl yl)
(decwriter_problems_l ))
((decwriter_problems_l)
(P "
DECWRITER PROBLEMS ")
<P " To check the POOL availability, enter the pool")
(P " values from the Decwriter System Message Report,")
(P " eg. Type 'RMD' on the Decwriter and press ENTER.")
(P " What is the first part of the POOL value ")
(P "
(high, ok or low) ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read__in x)
( ! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (31 !109) 493)
(decwri ter__probl ems__l )
(dec_response_2 x xl yl)))
(<dec_response_2 x xl y)
(member "high" y)
(dec__printout))
((dec_response_2 x xl yl)
(decwriter__problems_3 ))
( (dec_response__2 x xl yl)
(decwriter_problems_2 ))
( (decwriter_problems__2)
(P "
DECWRITER PROBLEMS ")
(P " What is the second part of the POOL value ")
(P "
(high, ok or low) ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(î is_sentence x xl yl (rule (31 !109) 493)
(decwr iter__probl ems_2)
(dec_response_3 x xl yl)))
((dec_response_3 x xl yl)
(decwriter_problems_3 ))
((decwriter_problems_3)
(P »
DECWRITER PROBLEMS ")
(P "
What is the third part of the POOL value ")
(P "
(high, ok or low) ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(î is_sentence x xl yl (rule (311109) 493)
(decwriter_probiems_3)
(dec_response_4 x xl yl)))
((dec_response_4 x xl y)
(member "low" y)
(dec_printout))
((dec_response_4 x xl yl)
(carrier solution 1))
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((dec_printout)
(P "
DECWRITER PROBLEMS ")
(P " What does the DECWRITER message printout")
(P " report concerning the POOL condition ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (35190) 401)
(dec_printout)
(dec_printout_response x xl yl)))
( (dec_printout__response x xl yl)
(member "exhausted" yl)
(decwriter_solution 2))
(dec__printout_response x xl yl)
(member "low" yl)
(decwriter_solution 1))
((dec_printout_response x xl yl)
(carrier solution 1))
( (statistics_removal)
(P "
REMOVING STATISTICS")
(P " This is a monthly task, performed during ")
(P " the second week of each month. ")
(P " Do you want to remove the statistics ")
(P " or return to the main menu (to exit) ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (72198) 292)
(statist!cs_removal)
(stat_check_response__l x xl yl)))
((stat_check_response_l x xl yl)
(member "not" yl))
((stat_check_response_l x xl yl)
(stat_response_0))
((stat_response_0)
(P »
REMOVING STATISTICS")
(P "Is the VDU screen display at the POLAB desk")
(P "operating ?")
(P »
(Enter a description.)")
(read__in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (381107) 245)
(stat_response_0)
(stat_response_l x xl yl)))
( (stat__response__l x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(p ..
REMOVING STATISTICS")
(p n
Press 'RETURN'")
(enter)
(stat_check_response))

( (stat__response__l x xl yl)
(stat_memory_facility))
< (stat_memory_f aci 1ity)
(P "
REMOVING STATISTICS")
(P " Is the screen displaying the memory usage ")
(P " facility ? ”>
(P "
(Enter a description-)")
(read__in x)
(! is__sentence x xl yl (rule (40196) 315)
(stat__memory_f aci 1ity)
(stat_response_2 x xl yl)))
( (stat_response__2 x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(P "
REMOVING STATISTICS")
(P "
Type 'Ctrl C' (no RETURN)")
(enter)
(stat_check_response))
((stat_response_2 x xl yl)
(P »
REMOVING STATISTICS")
(P »
Type 'Ctrl Z' (no RETURN)")
(enter)
(stat_check_response))
((stat check_response)
(P » ”
REMOVING STATISTICS")
(P "
Is the response
'>' ?")
(P »
(Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(I is_sentence x xl yl (rule (43127) 164)
(stat_check_response)
(stat_response_3 x xl yl)))
((stat_response__3 x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(stat_check_power))
((stat_check_power)
(p h
CHECKING POWER CABLES.")
(P " Is the power cable and I/O cable connected
(P " connected to the terminal ?")
(P •«
(Enter a description.)")
(read__in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (44163) 222)
(stat_check_power)
(stat_response_7 x xl yl)))
((stat_response_7 x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(statistics__solution 3) )
((stat__response_7 x xl yl)
(statistics_solution 2))
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((stat_response_3 x xl yl)
(stat_check_response_l))
((stat_check_response_l)
(P "
REMOVING STATISTICS")
(P "
Type 'SET /UIC = followed by 'Enter'.")
(P "
Is the response '/UIC = C6,153' ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (46129) 328)
(stat_check__response_l)
(stat_response_4 x xl yl)))
((stat_response_4 x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(P "
REMOVING STATISTICS")
(P " Type 'SET /UIC = C6,153'.")
(enter)
(stat_response_4a))
((stat_response_4 x xl yl)
(stat_response_4a))
( (stat__response_4a)
(P "
REMOVING STATISTICS")
(P "Type '@ASN' followed by 'ENTER'.")
(P "Type 'SET /UIC = C100,13' followed by 'ENTER'.")
(P "Type 'PIP TTO; = S*.DAT / LI' followed by 'ENTER'")
(P "A list of files will be printed on the DECWRITER.")
(P "The names are similar to 'S011087.DAT',")
(P "where '011087' id the date of the file.")
(P "The files to be removed will be these 'Sdate.DAT'")
(P "files for the previous month or earlier.")
(P "Type 'SET /UIC = C5,123' followed by 'ENTER'.")
(P "Type '@STA' followed by 'ENTER'.")
(P "When the menu appears, select option 5. ")
(P "When the next menu appears, select option 2. ")
(P "The system will prompt for 'Filename:' ")
(enter)
(stat_check_response_2))
((5tat_check_respanse_2)
(P »
REMOVING STATISTICS")
(P "
The system will prompt for 'Filename: '.")
(P "
For each file listed 'Sdate.DAT' file,")
(P "
type the name without '.DAT'.")
(P " Is the message 'PIP: no files found.' ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (481101) 22o)
(stat_check_response_2)
(stat_response_5 x xl yl)))
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((stat_response_5 x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(stat_check_response_3))
((stat_response_5 x xl yl)
(stat_check_response_2a))
( (stat_check_response_3)
(P "
REMOVING STATISTICS")
(P "Is the message :-")
(P "
'PIP: Sdate.DAT,1 Delete (Y/N/G/Q).' ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read__in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (50168) 234)
(stat_check__response_3)
(stat_response_6 x xl yl)))
((stat_response_6 x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(stat_check_response_2a))
((stat_response_6 x xl yl)
(statistics_solution 1))
((stat_check_response_2a)
(P "
TYPING ERROR")
(P "Check the spelling of the filename and re-enter !")
(enter)
(stat_check_response_2))
((carrier_problems)
(P •
•
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "
Which carrier system is not working ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (54141) 248)
(carrier_probiems)
(carrier_check_sentence x xl yl)))
((carrier check_sentence x xl yl)
(member "carrier" xl)
(member "laboratory" xl)
(carrier __problems 1) )
((carrier_check_sentence x xl yl)
(member "carrier" xl)
(member "vacuum" xl)
(carrier __probl ems 2 ) )
((carrier_check_sentence x xl yl)
(member "carrier" x 1)
(member "caster" X 1)
(carrier ^problems 3) )
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((carrier_problems 1)
(P "
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "Has the 'blow back' to the laboratory arrived ?")
(P "
(Enter a description-)")
(read_in x>
(Î is_sentence x xl yl (rule (56133) 113)
(carrier_problems 1)
(carrier_blow_back_lab_l x xl yl)))
((carrier_blow_back_lab_l x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(carrier_check_lid_l))
( (carrier_check_l id_l )
(P "
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "
Is the lid on the carrier ?")
(P "
(Enter a description-)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (57110) 113)
(carrier_check_lid_l)
(carrier_lid_l x xl yl)))
( (carrier_lid_l x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(carrier_solution 2))
((carrier_lid_l x xl yl)
(carrier_check_blow_back_2))
( (carrier_blow_back_lab_l x xl yl)
(carrier_check_blow_back_2))
( (carrier_check_.blow_back.J2)
(P «
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "Has the 'blow back' to the plant station arrived ?")
(P
(Enter a description. )")
(read_in x)
^
(I is_sentence x xl yl (rule (58!3) 11%>)
(carrier_check_blow_back_2)
(carri er_blow_back_plant_l x xl yl)))
((carrier_blow_back_plant_l x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(carrier_check_lab_blower_l))
((carrier_check_lab_blower_l)
(P ••
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "
Is the laboratory blower working ?")
(P »
(Enter a description. 3")
(read_in x)
(i is_sentence x xl yl (rule (58!116) 105)
(carri er_check_lab_blower_l)
(carrier lab_blower_l x xl yl)))
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( (carrier_lab__blower__l x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(sample__solution 6) )
( (carri er_lab_blower__l x xl yl)
(carrier_check__lab_relief _1 ))
((carrier_blow_back_plant_l x xl yl)
(carrier check automatic 1))
((carrier__check_automatic_l)
(P "
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "
Did it work to try again on automatic
(P "
(Enter a description-)")
(read__in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (59193) 125)
(carrier__check_automatic__l)
(carrier_automatic_l x xl yl)))
((carrier_automatic_l x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(carrier_check_lab_relief __1))
((carrier_automatic_l x xl yl)
(carrier_solution 1))
( (carrier_check__lab_relief_1)
(P "
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P " Is the laboratory relief valve CLOSED ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (60190) 109)
(carrier_check_lab_relief_1)
(carrier_check__lab_relief_1 x xl yl)))
((carri er_pl ant_rel ief __1 x xl yl)
(OR
((member "not" yl) (member "closed" yl))
((NOT member "not" yl) (member "open" yl))
)
(samp1e_soluti on 5))
((carrier_plant_relief_1 x xl yl)
(carrier_plant_relief_1 ))
((carrier__plant_relief __1)
(p CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "
is the plant relief valve OPEN ?")
(P »•
(Enter a description-)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (61171) 109)
(carrier_plant_rel ief __1)
(carrier__check__plant__relief__1 x xl yl)))

?" )
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( (carrier__check_plant_relief_1 x xl yl)
(OR
((member "not" yl) (member "open" yl))
((NOT member "not" yl) (member "closed" yl))
)
(samp 1 e_sol Liti on 5) )

( (carrier_check__plant_relief_1 x xl yl)
(samp1e_solution 2) )
((carrier_problems 2)
(P "
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "
Has the carrier left the Plant Station ?">
(P "
(Enter a description-)")
(read__in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (62152) 109)
(carrier__problems 2)
(carrier_check_left_2 x xl yl)))
((carri er__check_left_2 x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(carrier_check_new_2))
((carrier_check_left_2 x xl yl)
(carrier__check_.plant_blow__3) )
((carrier_check_new_2)
(P "
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "
Is it set to NEW system ?")
(P "
(Enter a description-)")
(read_in x)
(î is_sentence x xl yl (rule (63 !33) 111)
(carri er_check_new_2)
(carrier_new_2 x xl yl)))
((carrier_new_2 x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(carrier__solution 4) )
( (carrier_.new._2 x xl yl)
(carrier_check_plant_blower_2))
((carri er_check_plant_blower_2)
<p ••
CARRIER PROBLEMS " )
(P "
is the Plant Blower working ?")
(P «•
(Enter a description. )" )
(read_in x)
(* ¿g sentence x xl yl (rule (64!16) 105)
(carri er_check_pl ant __blower__2)
(carrier plant blower_2 x xl yl)))
( (carrier__plant blower_2 x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(samp1e_solution 6))
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((carrier_check_plant blower__2 x xl yl)
(carri er_check__plant_rel ief _3) )
((carrier_problems 3)
(P "
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "
Has the carrier left the Plant Station ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (641121) 109)
(carrier_problems 3)
(carrier_check_left_3 x xl yl)))
((carrier_check_left_3 x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(carrier_solution 6))
((carrier_check_left_3 x xl yl)
(carrier_check_plant_blow__3) )
((carri er_check__plant_blow__3)
(P "
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "Has the blow back to the Plant Station arrived ?")
(P "
(Enter a description-)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (651102) 113)
(carri er_check_plant_blow_3)
(carrier_plant_blow_3 x xl yl)))
((carrier_plant_blow_3 x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(carrier_check_lab__blower_3) )
((carrier_plant__blow_3 x xl yl)
(carri er_check_automati c_3))
((carrier_check__automatic_3)
(P »
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "Was it successful to try again on automatic ?")
(P •
»
(Enter a description-)")
(read_in x)
(i is__sentence x xl yl (rule (66187) 125)
(carri er_check__automati c_3)
(carrier_automatic_3 x xl yl)))
((carrier_automatic_3 x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(carrier_check_plant__blower_3) )
( (carrier__autornatic__3 x xl yl)
(sample__solution 2))
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((carrier_check_plant_blower_3)
(P "
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "
Is the Plant Station blower working ?")
(P "
(Enter a description-)")
(read^in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (67.84) 105)
(carri er_check_pl ant_blower_3)
(carrier__.plant_blower_3 x xl yl)))
( (carri er_plant__blower__3 x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(sample_solution 6))
((carrier_plant_blower_3 x xl yl)
(carrier__check_plant__rel ief _3) )
( (carrier_check_plant_relief_3)
(P "
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "Is the Plant Station relief valve CLOSED ?")
(P "
(Enter a description-)")
(read__in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (68161) 109)
(carrier_check_plant_relief_3)
(carrier_plant_relief_3 x xl yl)))
( (carrier__plant__relief_3 x xl yl)
(OR
((member "not" yl) (member "closed" yl))
((NOT member "not" yl) (member "open" yl))
)
(sample_solution 6))
((carrier__plant_relief_3 x xl yl)
(carrier_check_lab_rel ief__3) )
((carrier_check_lab_relief_3)
(P •
•
CARRIER PROBLEMS " )
(P "
Is the Laboratory relief valve OPEN ?")
(P "
(Enter a description-)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (69142) 109)
(carri er_check__lab__rel ief _3)
(carrier_lab_relief_3 x xl yl)))
( (carri er_lab__r el ief _3 x xl yl)
(OR
((member "not" yl) (member "open" yl))
((NOT member "not" yl) (member "closed" yl))
)
(carrier_solution 4))
( (carrier_lab__relief__3 x xl yl)
(carrier solution 3))
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((carrier_check_lab_blower_3)
(P "
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "
Is the Laboratory blower working ?")
(P "
(Enter a description-)")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (70123) 105)
(carri er_check__l ab_bl ower_3)
(carri er_lab__blawer_3 x xl yl)))
((carrier_lab_blower_3 x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(sample_solution 6))
( (carrier_lab__blower_3 x xl yl)
(carri er_check_lab_blow_back_3))
((carrier_check_lab_blow_back_3)
(P "
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "
Has the blow back to the Laboratory arrived ?")
(P "
(Enter a description-)")
( r e a d _ i n x)
(! is__sentence x xl yl (rule (7110) 113)
(carri er_check_lab_blow_back_3)
(carri er_lab__bl ow_back_3 x xl yl)))
( (carrier__lab__blow_back_3 x xl yl)
(member

"not"

yl)

(carrier_check_automatic_l))
( (carrier_lab_blow__back_3 x xl yl)
(carrier_check__lid_3) )
((carrier__check_lid__3)
(P »
CARRIER PROBLEMS ")
(P "
Is t h e l i d o n t h e c a r r i e r ? " )
(P "
(Enter a description. )")
(read_in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (711113) 113)
(carri er_check_li d_3)
(carrier_lid_3 x xl yl)))
( (carrier__lid_3 x xl yl)
(member "not" yl)
(carrier__solution 2 ) )
( (carrier__lid_3 x xl yl)
(carrier__check__plant__blower_3) )

((tube_solution 0 2 0 )
(P •
'
SOLUTION !")
(P "The machine(s) is/are blocked.")
(P "Operator at the terminal should use")
(P "manual backup system-")
(P "Sample preparer should clear blockage-")
(enter))
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((tube_solution 0 2 1 )
(tube_solution 0 2 2 ) )
((tube_solution 0 2 2 )
<P "
SOLUTION !")
(P "If one (or more) machine is NOT out of service")
(P "investigate the reason for the machine")
(P "NOT on automatic.")
(P "This involves examining - inservice machines,")
fP "
- sample preparer.")
(P "All users should switch to manual backup.")
(enter))
((tube_solution 1 0 0 )
(tube_solution 2 0 0 ) )
((tube_solution 2 0 0 )
(P "
Checking for power.")
(P " Are there any red LED lights on the terminal ?")
(P "
(Enter a description.)")
(read__in x)
(! is_sentence x xl yl (rule (52146) 251)
(tube_solution 2 0 0 )
(tube_solution_>l x xl yl)))
((tube_solution_l x xl yl)
(member "no" yl)
(member "red" yl)
(member "led" yl)
(P "
SOLUTION !")
(P " Turn on power switch to terminal.")
(P " If still NO power, turn on overload switch")
(P " for appropriate terminal in the S5 cabinet.")
(enter))
((tube_solution_l x xl yl )
(member "red" yl)
(member "led" yl)
(P "No data - currently under development."))
((tube_solution 1 1 0 )
(tube_solution 2 2 1 ) )
((tube_solution 2 2 0 )
(tube_sol ution 2 2 D )
((tube_solution 2 2 1 )
(P "
SOLUTION !">
(P "The machine(s) is/are blocked.")
(P "Operator at the terminal should WAIT.")
(P "Sample preparer should clear blockage.")
(enter))
((tube__solution 1 1 1 )
(tube solution 2 2 2 ) )
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((tube__solution 2 2 2)
(P ”
SOLUTION !")
(P "The system is busy.")
(P "Operator at the terminal should WAIT.")
(enter))
((tube_solution x y z)
(P "
SOLUTION !")
(P "No data - currently under development.")
(P "Combination of " x " machines on automatic,")
(P "
" y " machines available,")
(P "
" z " machines busy.")
(enter))
((sample_solution 1)
(P "
SOLUTION !")
(P " Type 'HELLO', response should be 'User ID'")
(P " Type 'PREP', response is 'PASSWORD'")
(P " Press ENTER key.")
(P " Terminal is now OK.")
(enter))
((sample_solution 2)
(P " SOLUTION
!")
(P " Terminal is now OK.")
(enter))
((sample_solution 3)
(P "
SOLUTION !")
(P " Major problem - call Phil Bayley.")
(enter))
((sample_solution 4)
(P »
SOLUTION !")
(P "Hook up spare terminal and try again.")
(enter))
((sample_solution 5)
(P "
SOLUTION !")
(P " Major problem — call ELECTRONICS.")
(enter))
( (sample__solution 6)
(P •
•
SOLUTION !")
(P " Major problem — call ELECTRICIAN.")
(enter))
((sample_solution x)
(P "????? SOLUTION ????? ")
(P "
Currently under development.")
(enter))
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((decwriter_solution 1)
(P "
SOLUTION !")
(P " Go to the Sample Room VT100 terminal-")
(P " Type 'PIC A ', followed by ENTER")
<P " to abort the picture display program.")
(enter))
((decwriter_solution 2)
(P "
SOLUTION !")
(P " Go to the Sample Room VT100 terminal-")
(P " Type 'PIC A', followed by ENTER")
(P " to abort the picture display program-")
(P " Type 'BYE', fallowed by ENTER")
(P " to end the session and then")
(P " REBOOT the computer-")
(enter))
((decwriter_solution 3)
(P " SOLUTION ! ")
(P "The power is disconnected-")
(P "Connect the cable.")
(enter))
((decwriter_solution x)
(P "????? SOLUTION ????? ")
(P "Currently under development.")
(enter))
((statistics_solution 1)
(P " SOLUTION !")
(P "Type 'Y', followed by ENTER")
(P "after the last file has been entered,")
(P "press 'Ctrl Z'.")
(P "When the menu appears, press 'Ctrl Z'")
(P "Type 'SET /UIC = 16,153', followed by ENTER")
(P "Type 'RMD', followed by ENTER")
(P "to restore memory usage display.")
(enter))
((statistics_solution 2)
(P " SOLUTION !")
(P "Press 'Set-Up'.")
(P "Go to 'Communications'.")
(P "Adjust baud rate to 9600.")
(P "Adjust 'Receive = Transmit'.")
(P "Press ENTER (not RETURN) to leave 'Set-Up'.")
(P "Start again.")
(enter))
((statistics_solution 3)
(P " SOLUTION ! ")
(P "The power is disconnected.")
(P "Connect the cable.")
(P "Start again.")
(enter))
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((statistics_solution x)
(P "????? SOLUTION ????? ")
<P "
Currently under development.")
(enter))
((carrier_solution 1 )
(P " SOLUTION !")
(P "There does NOT appear to be a problem.")
(enter))
((carrier_solution 2)
(P " SOLUTION !")
(P "Major problem - tube blocked.")
(P "Call ELECTRONICS.")
(enter))
( (carr ier__sol uti on 3)
(P " SOLUTION !")
(P "Major problem.")
(P "The tube is blocked.")
(P "Blow back to Plant Station.")
(P "Switch oft Plant Station.")
(P "Call ELECTRONICS.")
(enter))
((carrier_solution 4)
(P " SOLUTION !")
(P "Major problem.")
(P "Blow back to Plant Station.")
(P "Switch off Plant Station.")
(P "Call ELECTRONICS.")
(enter))
((carrier__solution 5)
(P " SOLUTION !")
(P "Major problem.")
(P "Set to NEW system.")
(P "Try again on automatic.")
(enter))
((carrier_solution 6)
(P " SOLUTION !")
(P "Clamp open ?")
(P "System waiting ?")
(P "ELECTRONICS problem.")
(P "Further development required. ")
(enter))
((carrier_solution x)
(P "????? SOLUTION ????? ")
(P "
Currently under development.")
(enter))

((is_sentence (?) xl yl x2 x4 x5)
x2
(enter)
x4)
((is_sentence x xl yl x2 x4 x5)
(sentence x xl yl x2 x4 x5)
x5 )
((is_sentence x () () x2 x4 x5 )
(P "NO Success - END of sentence
(P i x)
(P x)
(P "is not a proper sentence-")
x4)
((sentence x xl yl x2 x4 x5)
(append xl yl x)
(noun_phrase xl)
(verb_phrase yl))
((sentence x xl yl x2 x4 x5)
(append xl yl x)
(adverb xl)
(verb_phrase yl))
((noun_phrase (X!Y))
(noun (X))
(EB Y (".">))
((noun_phrase X)
(noun X))
((noun_phrase X)
(append Y Z X)
(adj Y)
(noun Z))
((noun_phrase X)
(append Y Z X)
(determiner Y)
(noun_phrase Z))
((verb__phrase (XiY))
(verb (X))
(EQ Y (".")))
((verb_phrase X)
(verb X))
((verb_phrase X)
(clause X))
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((verb^phrase X)
(append Y Z X)
(verb__aux Y)
(naun_phrase Z)>
((verb_phrase X)
(append Y Z X)
(verb_aux Y)
(append Y1 Z1 Z)
(neg Yl)
(noun^phrase Zl))
((verb_phrase X)
(append Y Z X)
(aux Y)
(append Yl Zl Z)
(neg Yl)
(verb_phrase Zl))
((verb_phrase X)
(append Y Z X)
(aux Y)
(verb_phrase Z))
((verb_aux X)
(verb Z))
((verb_aux X)
(aux Y))
((clause (no files found .)))
((clause (to delete files .)))
((clause (task aborted)))
((determiner
((determiner
((determiner
((determiner
((determiner
((determiner
((determiner
((determiner
((determiner
((determiner
((determiner

(a) ))
(all)))
(at the)))
(every)))
(the)))
(to)))
(no)))
(one)))
(two)))
(on)) )
(on the)))

((adverb (there)))
((neg (no)))
((neg (not)))
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((aux
((aux
((aux
((aux
((aux
((aux
((verb
((verb
((verb
((verb
((verb
((verb
((verb
((verb
((verb
((verb
((verb
((verb
((verb
((verb

((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj
((adj

(are)))
(did)))
(has)))
(have to be)))
(is)))
(Mas)))
(arrived)))
(exhausted)))
(closed)))
(broken)))
(connected)))
(displaying )))
(left)))
(open)))
(operating)))
(removed)))
(reports)))
(set)))
(work)))
(Morking)))

(task)))
(carrier )))
(caster)))
(caster to laboratory carrier)))
(critically)))
(decMriter) ))
(grinder puncher)))
(laboratory to plant station carrier)))
(ladle treatment)))
(memory usage)))
(plant tube)))
(pool)))
(printout reports the)))
(red led)))
(relief)))
(sample room vdu)))
(screen)))
(spare)))
(strand n3")))
(strand "4")))
(vacuum degasser )))
(vacuum degasser to laboratory carrier)))
(vdu )))
(vdu screen)))
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((noun
< (noun
((noun
((noun
( (noun
((noun
( (noun
( (noun
( (noun
( (noun
( (noun
( (noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
( (noun
( (noun
((noun
((noun
( (noun
((noun
( (noun
( (noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
((noun
((noun

(available)))
(automatic)))
(blower)))

(blow back)))
(busy)))
(cable)))
(carrier)))
(correct)))
(delete files)))
(display)))
( f a c i 1 i t y ) ))
( g i b b e r i s h ) ))
( h i g h ) ))

(it) ))
(lid) ))
(low)))
(lights)))
(not-logged-in)))
(machines )))
(machine )))
(message)))
(new)))
(no files found)))
(ok)))
(plant)))
(power)))
(pool)))
(printout)))
(problem)))
(prompt)))
(screen)))
(spare)))
(station)))
(statistics)))
(system)))
(task aborted)))
(terminal)))
(terminals)))
(value)))
(valve)))
(response)))

((append () y y ))
((append (xiX) y (x!Z))
(append X y Z))
((member X (X!Z)))
((member X (Y!Z))
(member X Z))
((insert X () (X)))
((insert X (YiYl) (X!(Y!Y1)))
(LESS X Y))
((insert X (XI!Y) (XI!Z))
(insert X Y Z))
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((enter)
(P " Press ENTER to continue.
(RDCH "KBD:" x))
((rule x y)
(OPEN "explain.txt")
(SEEK "explain.txt" x)
(read_rule y)
(enter)
(CLOSE "explain.txt"))
((read_rule x )
(SUM X 1 x)
(LESS 0 X)
(read_rule__a X))
((read_rule_a x)
(RDCH "explain.txt" X)
(NOT CHAROF X 0)
(P X)
(read_rule x))
((read_rule_a x)
(RCLEAR))
((read_in (X!X2))
(getc Y)
(readword Y X Yl)
(restsent X Yl X2))
((getc Z)
(/* Reading from a file)
(RDCH "demo.txt" Z)
(P Z) )
((getc Z)
(/* Reading from the key board)
(RDCH "KBD:" Z)
(P Z) )
((getO Z)
(GETB "KBD:" Z)
(CHAROF z Z)
(P z) )
((restsent X y3 ())
(lastword X) /)
((restsent X Y (X1JX2))
(readword Y XI Yl)
(restsent XI Yl X2))

")

((readword Y X Yl)
(single_character Y)
(STRINGOF (Y) X)
/
(getc Yl))
<(readword Y X Y2)
(in__word Y Y4)
/
(getc Yl)
(restword Yl Y3 Y2)
(append (Y4) Y3 x)
(STRINGOF x X))
((readword Y X Y2)
(getc Yl)
(restword Yl x Y2)
(STRINGOF x X))
((restword Y (Y4IY3) Y2)
(in__word Y Y4)
/
(getc Yl)
(restword Yl Y3 Y2))
((restword Y () Y))
((single_character
((single_character
((single__character
( (single__character
((single_character
+ (single_character
( (single_character
((single_character
((singlescharacter
((single__character
((single_character
((in_word x x )
(CHAROF x X)
(LESS 96 X)
(LESS X 123))
( (in__word x y)
(CHAROF x X)
(LESS 64 X)
(LESS X 91)
(SUM X 32 Y)
(CHAROF y Y))
( (in__word x x )
(CHAROF x X)
(LESS 47 X)
(LESS X 58))

","))
";"))
":"))
,'?"))
"!"))
"."))
"'s"))
">"))
"/"))
"C"))
"3"))

((in_word "'" "'"))
( (in__word
) )
( (1astword "."))
((1a s t w o r d
((lastword

"!"))
"?">)

?((ÜPEN "demo.txt")
(start))
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11-

Appendix E-

Sample Screen for Diagnostic System.

CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT AUTOMATIC LABORATORY SYSTEM

Enter a description of the problem (in a sentence)
Select from one of the following problem types
Plant tube system terminal related.
Sample room VDU terminal related.
Decwriter terminal related.
Removal of statistics.
Carrier Problems.
(At any stage — enter ? for an explanation).

Allbook Bindery

Phone: 807 6026

